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i I was bom when 
this college became a 
dream and I’ve seen 
it grow and flourish 
from then until this 
I very day. It was thrill- 
ing to hear Honorable 
W. P. Price defend 
the cause of educa- 
tion so that this great establishment 
could be created. The opening in- 
vitation of Honorable David W. 
Lewis, the college’s first president, 
said “whosoever will may come” 
and they did come. 
The students who came to North 
Georgia College were there for many 
reasons. Some came to leam a skill 
L. Stills 
SPIRIT of N.G.C. 
... anything they 
dream is possible and 
whatever they want can 
be achieved. 
or vocation, others for the discipline 
of the military and still more to 
prove what they could accomplish. 
Their struggle to leam, achieve and 
better themselves would many times 
bring a tear to my eye. 
I see that these same goals are still 
present in this day and age, as they 
were when I came here many years 
ago. I wish to send a special message 
to the students of North Georgia 
College, as their friend. I want them 
to understand that anything they 
dream is possible and whatever they 
want can be achieved. It will take 
patience, understanding, discipline 
and hard work, but their goal can be 
reached. I have seen many dreams 
become reality on this campus and 
therefore know these things to be 
true. My dream is for all NGC 
students to obtain everything life 
has to offer. 
— The Spirit of NGC 
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North Georgia College Office of the President 
Price Memorial Hall 
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(404) 864-2516 
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
"Go for the Gold" 
For more than a century, North Georgia College has educated and 
trained young men and women to meet the competition of the business 
world and the Armed Forces. The college has been successful in preparing 
young people for the challenges of the future; I know that our alumni 
appreciate their time here and the self-reliance that this college 
so uniquely inspires. 
The accomplishments of our students and alumni have reflected 
so well on this college. Our graduates have held important positions 
of trust and responsibility in government, business, civic affairs, 
and the military. Many alumni have willingly served their nation in 
times of crisis, and many have paid for our freedoms with their lives. 
Although the college and our students have changed in many ways over 
the years, the NGC family is very much in tune with our past. Our 
students hold strong to traditional values and the work ethic. My 
feeling is that the students of North Georgia College always "go for 
the gold." 
There is no better example of this striving for excellence than 
the performance of the North Georgia College Corps of Cadets this past 
summer at ROTC Advanced Camp. Our team of senior cadets bested cadets 
from 110 other colleges and universities, including the nation's three 
other military colleges, to win competitions for both overall performance 
and leadership. The best effort of every single cadet was necessary 
to secure these victories. 
The extra effort which marks NGC is also evident in our academic 
programs. An intensive effort has been conducted over the past ten 
to fifteen years to provide new programs and upgrade others, to acquire 
the most advanced instructional equipment, and to improve and expand 
our physical plant. Also, the creation of more than 200 new academic 
scholarships in this period, along with aggressive efforts to recruit 
the best students, have allowed us to improve academic standards while 
increasing enrollment. 
North Georgia College also serves the community. Our faculty 
and staff have served in many important local government and service 
positions. The college and its students have contributed much to the 
area's economy, and are a key factor in the region's economic growth 
and the attraction of new businesses. 
We "go for the gold" by never resting on our laurels, but by 
striving to improve every aspect of the college and its service. This 
is a college with a special mission. I am very proud to be a part 
of that mission. 
Jonn H. Owen 
President 
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Price Memor- 
fRrSpH ial Steeple, blaz- 
^ ing gold in the 
morning sun, 
rises out of the 
mountain mist 
and reaches for 
infinity. No better symbol 
could be found to represent 
the spirit of North Georgia 
College, its administration, 
faculty, and staff; its student 
body, and its alumni. In 
every section of this volume 
of the Cyclops, space is set 
aside to celebrate that spirit 
and to show with family 
pride the type of people who 
represent North Georgia 
College on campus and 
throughout the world. 
It is not just the people 
pictured on these pages that 
we wish to honor. For every 
Golden Alumni 
alumni we were able to con- 
tact to highlight here, there 
are a thousand others who 
are making the world safer 
and the future more hopeful 
for all of us. Every faculty or 
staff member featured in 
that section represents en- 
tire departments, all of 
whom would have been 
spotlighted had space 
allowed. In each student sec- 
tion, we have focused on but 
a few of the outstanding peo- 
ple who are our future 
leaders in business, educa- 
tion, research, the military, 
and government. 
We regret that we could 
not highlight them all, yet in 
honoring these few, we hope 
that we are thanking the 
multitudes they represent 
for the exceptional ways 
they have developed their 
personal dreams to benefit 
us all. For each person 
touched by North Georgia 
College takes some of the 
blazing spirit of Price 
Memorial and makes it his 
own. Go for the Gold is not 
just a yearbook theme, it is 
the heart and soul of the 
people who make up the 
North Georgia College 
family. 
— Marie Patty 
Brigadier General Jerre Herbert Akin graduated from NGC in 1959 
with a BS Degree in Business Administration. He continued his educa- 
tion at Florida Institute of Technology, the U.S. Army Command and 
General Staff College and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. 
He has recently completed an assignment as Assistant Commandant of 
the U.S. Army Quartermaster School at Ft. Lee, Virginia. Currently he 
is the Special Assistant to the Commanding General at Ft. Lee, while 
awaiting permanent assignment. Among the medals he has received 
are the Bronze Star (lolc), the Meritorious Service Medal (lolc), the Air 
Medal, and the Army Commendation Medal (3olc). 
George E. Coleman, Jr. graduated from NGC in 1953 and served in 
the U.S. Army Airborne Infantry in Korea and Japan. Returning to 
civilian life, he joined the Prudential Insurance Co. and soon was a 
member of the President’s Club. He worked as an Account Executive 
for Courts and Co. for 11 years, and for Drexel Burnham Lambert for 
9 years. He left Drexel to become the Vice President of Kidder, 
Peabody and Co. Mr. Coleman said, “It’s amazing how the military 
and academic programs could take a youngster as a freshman and 
transform him into a Company’s Commander and DMG within three 
years. Whatever leadership qualities I have were developed at North 
Georgia.” 
8 Golden Alumni 
James A. Crupi received his B.S. from NGC, his M.S. from U.S.C. and 
his Ph.D. from the University of Florida. He is President and founder 
of the International Leadership Center in Dallas, Texas. He created 
the respected International Business Fellows — the first international 
leadership training program in the world, and Leadership America —- 
the country’s first national collegiate leadership program. Dr. Crupi 
said, “North Georgia College brings forth the best in its students and 
teaches them that the important things in life have to do with leader- 
ship, character, integrity, family, loyalty, and commitment to others.” 
Jack Elrod graduated from NGC in 1973 and went to work for H. J. 
Heinz Co. He continued his education at Ga. State and received an 
MBA in Finance. For the past 10 years he has been a member of the 
Purolator Courier management team working out of Dallas, Little 
Rock, Memphis, Oklahoma City, and Orlando. Located in Atlanta for 
the last two years, Mr. Elrod has been Director of Administration. He 
has recently been reassigned to the corporate office in New Jersey. Mr. 
Elrod explained, “Without a doubt, the biggest thrill and honor I have 
had was serving on the NGC Board of Trustees for the past three 
years.” 
Brigadier General Jim Guest graduated from NGC in 1960. His 
military education included completion of the U.S. Army Command 
and General Staff College and the Naval War College. He has held a 
wide variety of command and staff positions culminating in his cur- 
rent assignment as Commanding General, U.S. Army John F. Ken- 
nedy Special Warfare Center and School at Fort Bragg. Some of his 
awards include the Silver Star, the Legion of Merit, the Bronze Star 
Medal with “V Device” (with 2 Oak Leaf Clusters). He said, “NGC 
gave me a measure of self-discipline, an appreciation for education, 
and the realization that both are an ongoing process throughout life.” 
Evelyn Hammontree received her B.S. and her M.A. degrees from 
NGC. Since then she has taught in the elementary schools of Forsyth 
County for 10 years. She has worked with beginning teachers as a Data 
Collector, supervised NGC students during field experiences, and pro- 
vided a model classroom for other teachers to observe. Mrs. Hammon- 
tree said, “I believe that teachers always have and always will make the 
difference. They have for me, especially at North Georgia College.” 
Dr. John L. Hemmer, Jr. graduated from North Georgia College in 
1967. In 1971 he obtained his MD degree at the Medical College of 
Georgia. He then served his Internship at William Beaumont General 
Hospital in El Paso, Texas and his Orthopedic Residency at Greenville 
Hospital System and The Shriner’s Hospital for Crippled Children. He 
is presently practicing Orthopedic Surgery in Gainesville, Georgia. Dr. 
Hemmer is certified by the American Academy of Orthopedic 
Surgeons. Among his fondest memories of NGC, Dr. Hemmer 
remembers classes with such “professors and friends as ‘Pop,’ ‘Uncle 
Ben,’ ‘Wild Bill,’ Dr. Simms, and Dr. Tom Davis.” 
Joe T. Laboon graduated in 1939 from North Georgia Junior College. 
After World War II, he received a B.M.E. from Georgia Tech. He later 
attended the Woodrow Wilson College of Law, receiving a LL.B. in 
1952. He is a member of the Georgia Bar Association and a registered 
professional engineer. 
Having started working with the Atlanta Gas Light Company in 
1939, Mr. Laboon is now Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 
Officer. In addition to that he directs the American Gas Association, 
the Georgia Business Council, the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, the 
DeKalb County Chamber of Commerce, the First Atlanta Corpora- 
tion, and the John H. Harland Company. 
Mr. Laboon said that what he learned here in Dahlonega “... set the 
stage for whatever success I have attained.” 
Golden Alumni 9 
Golden Alumni 
General William James Livsey, Jr., graduated in 
1952 from NGC. He has served his country in 
Korea, Vietnam, and Europe. General Livsey 
Graduated from Airborne School, the United 
tates Army Command and General Staff College, 
and the U.S. Army War College. He has been 
awarded the Silver Star, the Legion of 
Merit/30LC, the Distinguished Flying Cross, the 
Bronze Star/V, the Air Medal (11 awards), and the 
Army Commendation Medal/V/20LC. This four-star officer has com- 
manded the U.S. Army Infantry School, the 8th Infantry Division, and 
the U.S. Army VII Corps in Europe. In 1981 he returned to NGC to 
dedicate the KIA Student Memorial. Currently he is Commander in 
Chief of the United Nations Command and ROK/U.S. Combined 
Forces Command, Commander, U.S. Forces Korea, and Commanding 
General, 8th Army. 
H. Boyd Me Whorter graduated from NGC in 1942. During wartime he 
served our country aboard aircraft carriers as a captain of the U.S. 
Navy. He continued his education by getting his M.A. from U. Ga. 
and his Ph.D. from the University of Texas. He became Commis- 
sioner of the Southeastern Conference in 1972 and held that position 
until his retirement. Mr. McWhorter said, “I have always considered 
that the years I spent at NGC provided me with the most significant 
learning experience I have ever had. I know of no institution whose ac- 
complishments and traditions are more worthy of one’s loyalty and 
support.” 
Thomas B. Murphy, Georgia’s 64th Speaker of the House, graduated 
from NGC in 1943. Later he completed his study of law at UGA in 
1949. During WWII he served in the Navy in the Pacific Theater. He 
was elected to the House of Representatives in 1961 and served as Ad- 
ministration Floor Leader for Governor Lester Maddox from 1967 to 
1970. He was Speaker Pro-Tem for the 1972-73 term. He has been 
Speaker of the House since 1973. He has been instrumental in helping 
pass laws that enable lower income families to get home loans at lower 
interest rates. His top priority is the education of Georgia children. 
Major General Burton D. Patrick, the Commanding General of the 
101st Airborne Division in Ft. Campbell, Kentucky, graduated from 
NGC in 1957. While at NGC he was commissioned a Second Lieute- 
nant and obtained a B.S. in Physical Education. General Patrick has 
received numerous awards and decorations including the Silver Star. 
He recently completed an assignment as Chief, Legislative Liaison, Of- 
fice of the Secretary of the Army. He feels that the five most important 
personal values are caring, loyalty, discipline, determination, and 
courage. 
Brooks Pennington attended North Georgia College before entering 
the United States Air Force. When he was discharged after the Korean 
War, he attended the University of Georgia College of Agriculture and 
majored in Agriculture and Agronomy. Mr. Brooks is now the Presi- 
dent of Pennington Enterprises, Inc., which is a multi-million dollar 
corporation that sells agricultural supplies. He wrote a book entitled 
SEEDS & PLANTING IN THE SOUTH that is now used as a text 
book in several southern agricultural colleges. 
10 Golden Alumni 
COL(P) Ed Scholes, a 1961 Distinguished Military Graduate of NGC, 
graduated Cum Laude with a BS in Physics and was commissioned a 
Lieutenant of Infantry. Because of his attendance in Infantry Branch 
Schools, Ranger, Airborne, Special Forces, Jumpmaster and 
Pathfinder Courses, USMC Command and Staff College and the Ar- 
my War College, Ed was selected to command units from Special 
Forces detachments through Brigade level. He also served two combat 
tours in Vietnam. “My fondest memories of NGC are of the beautiful 
campus and of the great friends I made while here.” 
Lewis R. Slaton, a graduate of North Georgia Junior College, went on 
to receive a Bachelor of Science Degree from Georgia State University 
and a Law Degree from Emory University. 
Mr. Slaton served in the U.S. Air Force during World War II as a 
navigator on a B-17 Bomber. Upon his return to civilian life, he prac- 
ticed law with Howard, Howard, Slaton, And Holt for eighteen years. 
Once the First Assistant City Attorney for Atlanta, he was appointed 
District Attorney for the Atlanta Judicial Circuit in 1965. He was 
elected in 1966 to fill the unexpired term, and then went on to be 
elected in 1968, 72, 76, 80, and 84. He also serves as the director of the 
National District Attorneys Association. 
His fondest memory of North Georgia was being awarded an 
engraved saber for being the “Outstanding Cadet Officer 1940-1941.” 
Brigadier General Jack Cox Wheeler graduated in 1961 from NGC 
with a BA Degree in History. He later completed his MA Degree in 
Public Administration at Shippensburg State College. He attended 
both the Basic and Advanced courses of the Adjutant General School, 
The United States Army Command and General Staff College, and 
The United States Army War College. He recently commanded the 8th 
Personnel Command in Korea and is currently the Director of 
Enlisted Personnel, USA MILPERCEN. He summarizes the impact of 
NGC on his life and career as having “established a foundation of 
values and leadership that I draw from daily.” 
Reminiscing 
“Everytime I attend our annual meeting during Parents’ Day Weekend, I’m reminded of just 
how much I enjoyed my four years in Dahlonega. Each time I go to Dahlonega, I’m also remind- 
ed of the time my sophomore year we went to Atlanta on a Saturday night, and realizing our 
dates would miss their 2 a.m. curfew, we attempted to call to have them cleared to come in late. 
When we got the long distance information operator to get the dorm number, she told me she 
was sorry, but there was no Dahlonega, Georgia, and refused to ever believe there was. We 
argued for 15 minutes and as it turned out, the girls were 15 minutes late. 
— Jack Elrod 
“When I think of North Georgia, I remember the night we created the first Memorial Run and 
with pride the emotion that people felt when the torch came down the mountain. 
As a freshman, I remember being called to formation at midnight in freezing weather by the 
battalion commander, clad only in our robes. In an attempt to find out who was responsible for 
the fireworks show shortly before midnight, the commander berated us for 1 % hours in nothing 
but his briefs. Not one to be caught with his pants down, the commander wore Double 
Diamonds pinned to his briefs. True to our colleagues, no one ever confessed.” 
— Dr. James A. Crupi 
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Top Dog Life ! 
North Georgia College is the | 
best college in the United States, 
or in the world for that matter. 
We have the best students, the 
best teachers, and the best staff 
that have ever been assembled at 
any college. North Georgia Col- 
lege, nestled in the foothills of the 
Blue Ridge Mountains, has a 
very magnificent campus. We 
also have the bravest and most 
courageous dog, the Saint Ber- 
nard, as our mascot. Sounds 
biased, doesn’t it? Well, that’s 
because the writer is biased 
toward this school. 
North Georgia College, like a 
well-worn record, has its 
“scratches.” Overall, however, 
this college is a great place to go 
to school. It offers pre- 
professional studies, associate 
degrees in nursing, bachelor of 
k art degrees, just to name a 
ft; diverse few. It offers extra- 
-curricular activities such as soc- 
'§ cer, tennis, intramural sports, 
If band, etc. Most of all, this college 
■ offers its Student's a place to grow 
I and learn, meet new friends, and 
® prepare them thoroughly to enter 
the “real” world that lies' just 
beyond college life. . 
Still wondering about the 
reasons for my biased writing? 
How one feels about his college is 
reflected .ill everything he does. 
Whether it’s a good or bad feel- 
f ■ ing, this will be interpreted by 
others who will in turn begin to 
feel the same way. If you acquire 
a .negative attitude toward your 
college, then others will begin to 
feel this-way. On the other hand, 
if-you show pride and respect for 
your college, then others will pick 
up on this and realize that this 
; college must really be something 
special. Then North Georgia Col- 
lege, the “big” college in a small 
package, won’t be the best kept 
secret anymore. * 
14 Student life 
\ L. Stills 
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16 Student Life 
Donna Elrod in her evening attire. 
Girls in Lewis Annex absorbed in their favorite soap opera. 
Ed Lowe taking it easy. 
First Class Living 
Dorm life at North Georgia — how 
does one characterize it? RA’s and 
CQ’s, hall parties and inspections, 
friends and enemies, late nights and 
early mornings — NGC students know 
all of these things. 
The presence of cadets and co-eds at 
NGC make 
dorm life unique. While girls 
can really turn their rooms into 
home — with cozy carpet, fresh 
paint, and favorite posters on 
the walls — cadets must live in 
“squared away” rooms of tile 
floors, bare walls, and perfectly 
arranged belongings. Yet, this 
does serve a purpose. Every 
... meeting new peo- 
ple, making new friends, 
and realizing that for the 
first time you called your 
dorm “home” and really 
meant it. 
cadet has a box or drawer for those special things — 
and letters to remind him or her of home. 
Of course some things are common between girls’ 
and cadets’ dorm life. Everyone knows the lure of 
snack machines, yelling showers, fire drills on cold 
mountain nights, hurrying to meet curfew, sacking 
out while watching MTV, and lying awake listening to 
the people upstairs. What NGC 
student has not experienced these 
same situations? And who has not 
had the great experiences of 
meeting new people, making new 
friends, and realizing that for the 
first, time you called your dorm 




Finding Your Study Space ~ 
Have you ever wondered why there 
are so many benches dedicated to this 
person or that person around campus? 
The people who donated them must 
have tried to study in the dorm. 
Realizing that this is a nearly impossi- 
ble task while friends are around, they 
decided to put up benches for those 
dorm weary, study conscious people. 
They discovered that finding your 
own study space is important. 
A second favorite study space is the 
patio furniture around the student 
center. The furniture can be posi- 
tioned to best fit your study position. 
You can lean back and use the table as 
a leg prop or sit Indian style on the 
table top. 
Another popular place is the library. 
However, the library has become such 
a frequented place that people tend to 
socialize more than study. The group 
tables are good for studying. Just 
remember “These tables are for quiet 
studying only and not for discussion 
groups!” 
Everyone needs their own place to 
study; even if that place is not one of 
those mentioned above. Some spaces 
are more secretive and isolated. Some 
good “after hour” places include the 
rooms in Rogers Hall, or the stairs of 
Price Memorial, or even propping 
against the nearest tree. 
Wherever you choose to study, that 
certain space will provide a perfect at- 
mosphere for you to study in. Pretty 
soon, if you keep coming back to the 
same spot, your mind will 
automatically gear up to begin study- 
ing. Just find your spot and let the 




J. Overton J. Overton M. Sanders 
The Typical Military Student 
Contrary to the belief of some, people 
who are in the military are just like any- 
body else. They live normal lives. They face 
the same everyday situations as everyone 
else. They become depressed, agitated, ex- 
uberant, thrilled and per- 
turbed just like any other 
college student at any 
other college. 
The outside world, not understanding 
or not knowing anything about the 
military, tends to stereotype and label 
them as being people who are egotistical, 
war-hungry, bloodthirsty individuals. 
On the other hand, some believe military 
people are incapable of making mistakes 
or issuing wrong commands. Neither view is totally 
correct. , , , . 
Military people may be in a class by themselves, but they 
are human. They have feelings, emotions and they can 
make mistakes. Many also like to socialize (not only with 
other military people). They attend parties and have fun 
just like any other student. 
People who come to NGC and who are in the ROTC 
program, come from all over — small towns, big cities, etc. 
Most don’t come from military high schools and most do 
come with longer hair. They say you can always tell when 
someone is in the military by the haircut. 
If having short hair wasn’t a regulation, 
there would be no distinction between 
military and non-military participants, 
except for their uniforms. And if the 
shortness of hair is going to alienate 
them from others who have long hair, 
then one needs to consider whether hair 
length determines how a person really is 
on the inside. 
So before you pass judgement about 
the military — or anyone else for that matter — ask 
yourself why you feel the way you do. Then consider if the 
reason you like or dislike the military is due to the fact that 
you don’t really know them and are just basing your opin- 
ion on what you’ve heard about them. 
— Pam Peele 
They attend par- 
ties and have fun 








R. Stuart J. Overton 
Student Life 
The Art Field Day is 
held yearly in May. At this 
time, the front lawns of 
Price Memorial become a 
I buzz of artistic activity as 
artists from all over the 
North Georgia Region 
come to instruct students, 
display their products, and have a good 
time. The NGC Art Department solely 
sponsors this Field Day. 
The Arts Field Day is designed to give 
gifted middle and high school kids a 
chance to undergo intensive, all-day train- 
ing in the field of art. 
High school and middle school teachers 
from throughout the North Georgia area 
are invited to pick twelve of their most 
talented students to come to NGC. The 
... the front lawns of 
Price Memorial become 
a buzz of artistic activity. 
Art Field Day 
groups choose 1 of 15 workshops where 
faculty from Young Harris, Gainesville, 
and North Georgia Colleges as well as local 
high schools will instruct them in their 
respective fields. 
Some of the more popular fields are 
jewelry making, silk screening, weaving, 
drawing, pottery, raku firing, and water 
coloring. The goal of each workshop is to 
have the kids make something they can 
carry home. 
When asked why the NGC Art Depart- 
ment sponsors the field day — Mr. Robert 
Owens said recruiting future students was 
partly the reason. More importantly, he 
felt that as a state school; it is North 
Georgia’s responsibility to enrich these 
talented students. 
L. Stills L. Stills L. Stills 
Student Life 
L. Stills L. Stills 
L. Stills L. Stills 
A Very Special Arts Festival 
Each year at NGC 300 extra special 
kids participate in the Very Special Arts 
Festival. The Festival is part of a na- 
tional effort to give disadvantaged 
youngsters a day which they will always 
remember. 
On the national level, the John F. 
Kennedy Center for Performing Arts in 
Washington, D.C. supports its Georgia 
affiliate — Special Audiences Inc., who 
in turn support NGC and seven other 
institutions around the state of Georgia 
in this field. 
What exactly is the Very Special Arts 
Festival? It’s an arts field day for disad- 
vantaged 1-7 graders. Mr. Robert 
Owens and the NGC Art Department, 
along with loc^J artists and craftsmen, 
set up about forty exhibits and projects 
on the front lawn of the Price Memorial 
Building. Kids from the nine counties 
closest to Dahlonega get to NGC early 
in the morning. College students, 
dressed like clowns, greet the kids with 
balloons and move them as groups to 
each of the workshops. Workshop 
themes range from weaving to music 
and mask making. 
As the kids break for lunch, the NGC 
Singers provide some musical entertain- 
ment for them. Then it’s on to the Co- 
lumbo Tower for a rapelling demonstra- 
tion and finally back home. 
The Very Special Arts Festival was 
started three years ago. Each year in 
May, NGC faculty, students and sup- 
porters, as well as local clubs (Kiwanis, 
Dahlonega Women’s Club, Lion’s Club) 
plan, organize and coordinate the all- 
day event. In the future, the event will 
also encompass dances, writing and art- 
work for the local hospital. 
— J. Jacobs 
Student Life 
:Who Needs Sleep?! 
Students have this fantastic idea 
that, along with all their other various 
wants and needs, sleep is not in- 
cluded. They feel that 
four hours of sleep per 
night will keep them 
alert for the following 
day. Unfortunately, 
this is not always the case. 
After going five days and nights 
for a total of 120 hours with only 25 
percent of those hours being used 
for sleeping, the body tends to do strange things: 
eyelids sag, heads nod, fingers drop pencils. Then it 
happens — everything goes black! Even though you 
have diligently tried to keep yourself awake with 
that all-time favorite No-Doz, in the end sleep is 
the victor. More times than not, you will catch 
yourself falling asleep in all the wrong places like on 
a sofa in the Chow Hall, during a 
strict teacher’s class, against the 
nearest tree, or even at a table with 
friends. If sleep overtakes you, just 
remember you must always wake 
before the bell rings or before that 
person with whom you’ve been 
wanting to date hears you snoring. 
Pam Peele 
. . . heads nod, 
fingers drop pencils. 
Then it happens — 
everything goes black. 
Student Life 
J. Oveftaa 
P. Parker P. Parker 
M. Patty 
Nf>- Patty 17 
Homecoming 
Homecoming ... the ballgame, the 
presentation of the court, the crowning 
of the queen, the dance, etc. It means all 
these things and more. This year’s 
homecoming on Sat. Jan. 21 started off 
at 8:00 with the boys’ basketball game. 
After the game the court was announced 
and presented. Representing the 
freshman class was Gay Wilhelm; the 
sophomore class, Sabrina Wiley; the 
junior class, Cheri McCord; and the 
senior class, Kathy Hutchens, Linda 
Stephens, Cara Townsend, and Wendy 
Venter. These girls are nominated by 
their fellow students. The top nominees 
for each class, with four for the senior 
class, are chosen from those votes. The 
four girls from the senior class are then 
voted on and the one who received thei 
most votes is crowned the Homecoming 
Queen for 1987-88. This year Caraj 
Townsend was chosen Homecoming 
Queen for North Georgia College. Thej 
dance followed around 10:00 p.m. until 
1:00 in the morning. 
(Photographs by Marc Cutright) 
Homecoming Queen Miss Cara Townsend 
Miss Linda Stephens Miss Kathy Hutchens Miss Wendy Verner 
18 
Miss Cheri McCord 
Homecoming 
Miss Sabrina Wiley Miss Gay Wilhelm 
Mr. and Miss North Georgia College 
David Meyer, from Stone Mountain 
Georgia, is an excellent choice for Mr. 
North Georgia College. He is involved 
in many various activities such as: 
swimming club, soccer team (for which 
he was the captain last year), INTRO 
leader for three years, Sigma Nu frater- 
nity (for which he was chaplain last 
year), Who’s Who, Alpha Lambda. He 
also won the Scholastic Medal his junior 
year for having the highest grade point 
average. David would like to teach high 
school chemistry or get involved in lab 
research studies. He came to NGC 
because he felt he needed the discipline. 
However he stayed because of the 
friendly atmosphere of which he felt a 
part. 
— P. Peele 
David Meyer and Linda Stephens are 
Mr. and Miss North Georgia College. 
What is Mr. and Miss North Georgia 
College? It is the title given to two 
seniors who are selected by their fellow 
students by popular vote to represent 
the college. This event is held during 
Spirit Week — the week which precedes 
the Sweetheart Review and dance. The 
Student Government Association spon- 
sors this event every year to help find 
the favorite male and female to be Mr. 
and Miss NGC. The winners are then 
announced at the ballgame. David and 
Linda will represent the college for one 
year until a new Mr. and Miss NGC will 
be selected. 
Linda Stephens, a physical education 
major from Norcross, Ga., is an ex- 
cellent representative for North Georgia 
College. She has been associated with a 
lot of different activities such as: 
Physical Education Club (for which she 
was secretary), Homecoming Court 
senior representative, INTRO Leader 
(two years), Kappa Delta (for which she 
was the editor), and Student Govern- 
ment Association. Linda loves to run 
and work out, to meet people and get to 
know them, and definitely loves to eat. 
Miss Stephens enjoys spending time 
with her friends and especially with her 
family. She came to NGC because she 
had heard so many good things about it 
and she liked the smallness of the col- 
lege. She wishes to get involved with 
athletic sales or corporate fitness when 
she graduates. 
— P. Peele 
Mr. and Miss NGC 19 
Sweetheart Ball 
After the morning events of the Sweetheart 
Review, everyone was ready for the Sweetheart 
Ball. The College Union Board sponsors the 
Sweetheart Ball. They are the dedicated and 
hard working bunch that puts it all together. 
They decide what the entertainment will be, 
what refreshments will be served, who the 
photographer will be, and much more. The 
dance began at 9 p.m. and ended around 1 a.m. 
The ladies and their escorts from Sweetheart 
Review were announced and presented once 
again at the ball. 
The ball was held at the dining hall which pro- 
vided an excellent, large dance floor. There was 
a food bar set up for all to enjoy and sparkling 
.champagne (non-alcoholic, of course) to be 
drunk. Red and White carnations and baby’s 
breath accented each table to help put the 
romantic mood into the evening. The College 
Union Board provided an outstanding sound 
system which played all the top tunes (and lots 
of slow ones) to move to. They also played the 
many dedications that couples had requested to 
hear. Together, the Sweetheart Review and 
Sweetheart Ball turned out to be a very 
memorable and fabulous Saturday. 
— P. Peele 
20 Sweetheart Ball 
J. Collins J. Collins 
J. Collins J. Collins 
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Sweetheart Review 
At 1050 hours on Saturday, February 
14, the activities began in Memorial 
Hall for the Sweetheart Review. The 
Review is held to honor representatives 
of the different military organizations 
and their escorts. The General Douglas 
MacArthur Award is also given at this 
time. The recipient this year was Gor- 
don Quick. The sweethearts are voted 
on by each organization and escorts are 
then chosen. Representing the Brigade 
Staff — Cheri McCord escorted by 
David Meyer; First Battalion Staff — 
Sally Thayer escorted by Billy Geiger; 
Second Battalion Staff — Monica West 
escorted by Tim Head; Alpha Company 
— Laura Fortenberry escorted by Jeff 
Dryden; Bravo Company — Courtney 
Hamilton escorted by Jon Segars; Carlie 
Company — Sandra Raines escorted by 
Chuck Martino; Delta Company — 
Chris Cravens escorted by Mike Pyott; 
Echo Company — Kathy Hutchins 
escorted by Chris Churchboume; Fox- 
trot Company — Robin Ernst escorted 
by Phil Davidson; Blue Ridge Rifles — 
Kathy Chandler escorted by Rich 
Ellison; Golden Eagle Band — Stacey 
Smith escorted by Mike Ammons; Rifle 
Team — Susan Stump escorted by 
Chris Kelly; AUSA — Teresa Depew 
escorted by Scott Kambiss; Officers’ 
Club — Sgt. Janis Negus escorted by 
Mark Ridley; N.C.O. Club — Delores 
Cotignola escorted by Bill Gayler; Col- 
ombo — Lorena Becker escorted by 
Dennis Brozek; Aggressors — Marshal 
May escorted by Paul Rosser; Rangerl 
Challenge — Wendi Whitten escorted! 
by Lee Dickson; Headquarters —] 
Laurie Rogers escorted by Gordon, 
Quick; Color Guard — Sheila Johnson] 
escorted by Kirk Adams. The couples] 
“pass in review” for the entire crowd in 
celebration of Valentine’s Day. They 
had to do a repeat performance in the 
evening, along with couples from non- 
military organizations, for the! 
Sweetheart Ball. The escorts wore their! 
dress blues, while the sweethearts wore 
semi-formal attire. 
— P. Peele 
M. Cutright 
First Sergeant Gordon Quick receives one of the most distinguished awards offered to a North Georgia College cadet — The General Douglas MacArthur Award. 
Dr. Owen presented this honorable award. Col. Gerald Lord, on Dr. Owen’s right, and Dr. Hugh Shott, on his left, watch this presentation. 
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— Miss 
As Don Henley sang, these ladies 
danced to “She’s on the Zoom” as 
an opener for the Miss North 
Georgia College pagenat. “Zoom- 
ing” in talent, beauty, and poise 
this year were Angela Akins (Alpha 
Gamma Delta), Ava Ash (Bravo 
Company), Lorena Becker (Sigma 
Nu), Jackie Bergeron (Kappa 
Delta), Janeann Carter (Sigma 
Omega), Kathy Finch (College 
Union Board), Laura Hay (Golden 
Eagle Band), Dawn Hughes (Phi 
Mu), and Sabrina Wiley (Student 
Government Association). The top 
“zoomer” was Sabrina Wiley who 
was crowned by last year’s queen 
Stacey Smith. Kathy Finch was the 
first runner up and Dawn Hughes 
Miss Sabrina Wiley 
Above: The 1986-87 Miss North Georgia College 
Angie Akins doing her dance routine to “She’s on the 
Zoom.” 
The ladies in their evening gowns. Left to Right: Angie 
Akins, Ava Ash, Sabrina Wiley; Lorena Becker, Ja- 
neann Carter, Dawn Hughes; Laura Hay, Jackie 
Bergeron, Kathy Finch. 
Kathy Finch, first runner up. 
Dawn Hughes, second runner up. 
North Georgia College 
was the second runner up. 
Laura Hay received the most 
talented award, while Jackie 
Bergeron received the award 
for Miss Congeniality. 
The very first Miss NGC 
pageant was held in 1969 and 
the tradition has continued. 
The Resident Women’s Affairs 
Board produced and directs 
this pageant. To be in the 
pageant, each lady must be 
sponsored by a campus orga- 
nization, be eighteen years old 
and in good academic standing. 
Congratulations to each con- 
testant for an outstanding and 
“zooming” evening. 
— Pam Peele 
C. Chastain 
L. Stills 
Miss Kathy Finch Miss Dawn Hughes 
24 Miss NGC 
/Hi 
C. Chastain 
Look! No hands!! 
Jackie Bergeron and Janeann Carter 
Lorena Becker, Dawn Hughes, and Janeanne Carter 
Last year’s queen Stacey Smith and Laura Hay 













A Golden Future 
Staci Cain, a rising senior here at NGC, has 
been awarded a $600 scholarship from the 
North Georgia chapter of the Institute of In- 
ternational Auditors. She was also awarded 
the Ty Cobb Scholarship. These scholarships 
were presented to Staci, an Accounting ma- 
jor, on the basis of academic performance 
and extra curricular college activities. Staci 
served her internship in the Washington of- 
fice of U.S. Congressman Ed Jenkins this past 
spring. Congressman Jenkins said of her, “I feel good about 
the youth of my district when I see students of Staci’s 
caliber.” Staci now works part time for Dahlonega attorney 
Doug Parks. Upon graduation she would like to find employ- 
ment as an accountant or auditor in an industrial field. 
Alice Hardin is a senior from Fayetteville, Ga., majoring in 
Craft Marketing. She spent most of the summer in Asheville, 
N.C. as an intern at the Highland Folk Art Center, where she 
set up shows, wrote articles and ushered for plays. Last spring, 
Alice held a senior art exhibit in the Student Center art gallery 
where she immediately sold almost all of her work. Alice 
wanted to attend a college north of home and in the moun- 
tains, yet in state. The size of the campus also won her over to 
NGC. The college has influenced her mainly through courses. 
She discovered an interest in business and found marketing to 
be a good direction to take with her artistic talent. A lot of 
Alice’s fond memories are from her freshman year, including 
“Rat Night,” which she wishes still existed. She developed 
close friendships with other girls also being broken in to col- 
lege life. Alice enjoys the annual Air Band contests and her 
favorite NGC tradition is the nightly playing of Taps. 
Tina Hatcher is a senior Craft Marketing major from 
Gainesville, Ga. During the summer she was appointed an in- 
ternship in Norcross at TAPPI, a membership corporation for 
people in the pulp and paper industry. Tina chose to attend 
NGC because of its excellent academic standards, and 
because NGC’s Fine Arts Department was highly recom- 
mended by her high school art teacher. When asked about the 
college’s influence on her, Tina replied “NGC has forced me 
to get organized. I’ve learned to make sound, educated deci- 
sions and to believe in myself and those decisions.” She has 
fond memories of spending the entire night before finals in 
the art department with the other Art majors trying to finish 
up projects. Tina’s favorite NGC tradition is having the cam- 
pus stop in silent attention as the flag is being lowered in the 
afternoons. She says it makes her feel like NGC has 
something really special going for it. 
28 Golden Future 
Amy Scott is a sophomore Art major from LaGrange, Ga., 
who has received a number of scholarships. She has one from 
the Atlanta-Journal Constitution based on her 4-H Club 
achievements. She also was a national winner in the Fashion 
Revue project in 4-H and was awarded an additional $1500 
scholarship. She has a smaller scholarship from a private 
source. And Amy’s final scholarship is a result of her 
membership on the varsity Rifle Team. Amy chose to attend 
NGC because of its size and its high academic reputation. 
Upon graduation she plans to continue her studies in New 
York City at the New York Institute of Technology. Amy 
wants to eventually own a studio where she will combine her 
home economics background with her major in art and design 
clothes. 
Nellie Scott gets her weekend highs differently from most 
college women. This senior Biology major from Lithia 
Springs, Ga., is with the 64 Air Evacuation Flight of the U.S. 
Air Force Reserve. She flies once a month in a C-130H, but 
not as a pilot. Nellie is part of medical aircrew, which cares 
for patients in flight from base to base. On campus, Nellie is a 
civilian now, but she did begin NGC as a cadet on scholar- 
ship. She stayed with us for the small classes and the area. The 
campus is also a good distance from home. While at NGC, 
Nellie says, “Fve finally realized that it doesn’t matter to 
what organization you do or don’t belong or with whom you 
hang out — life is too short.” Nellie’s high level of motivation 
was exemplified by her performance during Frog Week — she 
ate the live moth! Nellie’s favorite NGC tradition is the 
candlelight walk around the drill field at Christmastime and 
the lighting of the President’s tree. 
Vel Staton is a Special Education senior from Stockbridge, 
Ga., who received her Associate’s Degree at Clayton Junior 
College before transferring to NGC. She came here because of 
the beautiful surroundings and the excellent Education 
Department. She likes working with handicapped children 
because she believes that “everyone has the right to know that 
she or he is a special person and is cared for as an individual. 
Mental and physical handicaps do not make anyone any less 
important, sensitive, or lovable than any other person, and 
these kids need to believe that and to believe in themselves.” 
Vel has been Vice-President and President of the Student 
Council for Exceptional Children and is involved in all of 
SCEC’s many community projects. These include Special 
Olympics, Special Arts Festival, and the Fun Fair for Han- 
dicapped Kids. At NGC Vel has maintained a perfect 4.0 
grade point average while taking twenty hours every quarter. 
Her favorite tradition is the lighting of the Christmas tree at 
the President’s home. 
L. Stills 





















Stone Mountain, GA 
General Business 































Patti E. Blalock 
Alpharetta, GA 










Vernon E. Brackett, Jr. 
Chamblee, GA 
Management 
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Talking Rock, GA 
Math Ed. 
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John C. Dixon 
Bowman, GA 
Finance 
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S. Cantey Dryden 
Tucker, GA 
General Business 






























Steve D. Garrison 
Flowery Branch, GA 
History 
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Kevin R. Head 
Braudon, FL 
Political Sci. 
Roger D. Head 





Evondia L. Hester 
Alpharetta, GA 
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Sheila M. Johnson 
Ellijay, GA 
Sociology 
Timothy W. Johnson 
Jupiter, FL 
History 
Sheron E. Jones 
Jesup, GA 
Physical Ed. 
















Flowery Branch, GA 
Accounting 
Kathryn J. Lear 
Woodstock, GA 











Richard Allen Love 
Lake City, GA 
Psychology 
Lucia L.F.S. Lynch 
Gainesville, GA 
Marketing 
Mary Elizabeth Manus 
Clermont, GA 
Accounting 















William D. McMickle 
Lithoria, GA 
Criminal Justice 
Alan J. Meuse 
Roswell, GA 
Computer Science 
Beth Anne Miller 
Dahlonega, GA 
Early Childhood Ed. 





Early Childhood Ed. 
Christie L. Moore 
Tucker, GA 
Recreation 
D. R. Moore 
Rising Fawn, GA 
Biology 













William H. Morgan 
Dahlonega, GA 
Management 
Terrell G. Morrow 
Stone Mountain, GA 
Psychology 
Tracy Lynn Mullinix 
Toccoa, GA 
Computer Science 
Mary Anne O’Brien 
Stone Mountain, GA 
Early Childhood Ed. 
Margaret Owens 
Cleveland, GA 







Daniel L. Parker 
McDonough, GA 
General Business 






Lars G. Pierson III 
Calhoun, GA 
Criminal Justice 






Erik K. Poole 
Decatur, GA 
Marketing 





Early Childhood Ed. 




East Ellijay, GA 
Nursing 











J. D. Reece 
Cumming, Ga. 
General Business 






John M. Roberts 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Physics 

































Kay F. Smith 
Murrayville, Ga. 
Criminal Justice 
















Linda Kay Stephens 
Norcross, Ga. 
Physical Education 




Stone Mountain, Ga. 
General Business 
Lauren A. Stills 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Craft Marketing 
Robin L. Stuart 
Arlington, Ga. 
Management 







Young Harris, Ga. 
Early Childhood Education 








Early Childhood Education 
Catherine E. Turner 
Ringgold, Ga. 
Math 






Steve A. Vekony 
N. Olmsted, OH 
Management 
Wendy E. Vemer 
Watkinsville, Ga. 
General Business 
Patrick Louis Ward 
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Clarkesville, GA 
Pre-Vet 




















































































Lisa Jenann Carroll 
Thomaston, Ga. 
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Richard W. Ellison 
Augusta, Ga. 




Joel J. Farrer, Jr. 
Cumming, Ga. 














William A. Geiger 
Avondale, Ga. 





















Blue Ridge, Ga. 
Laura Groce 

































Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Cindy Hoyle 


































Mary Frances Little 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Darlene A. Long 
Chatsworth, Ga. 









































John G. McManus, Jr. 





Timothy L. Milford 
Lula, Ga. 
Jonh J. Monahan 
Buford, Ga. 
Mille Moncus 




Flowery Branch, Ga. 











Blue Ridge, Ga. 
Sandra Leigh Peacock 
Dahlonega, Ga. 









Michael D. Pyott 
Dover, Del. 







Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Dimitra Lea Richards 
Laurenceville, Ga. 
Bonnie Ross 
Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Chad Rupert 
Loganville, Ga. 








Michael L. Scholes 
Ft. McPherson, Ga. 
Charlene Scruggs 
Perry, Ga. 
Douglas R. Scott 
Augusta, Ga. 

























Kelly D. Stevens 
Canton, Ga. 






Pamela J. Strother 
Shady Dale, Ga. 
Sue Stubbs 
Dunwoody, Ga. 








Sheila G. Thomas 
Rock Spring, Ga. 
John-Mark Turner 
Clarkesville, Ga. 















Sharmi J. Webb 
Cleveland, Ga. 
Dennis K. Weimorts 
Decatur, Ga. 
Paula J. Welborn 
Cleveland, Ga. 










Kim C. Wimpey 
Ellijay, Ga. 



























Lonna Renee Allen 
Gainesville, GA 
Martin Almanea 
























St. Simons Island, GA 
Gerald T. Brummett 













Stone Mountain, GA 
Fred Carroll 
Athens, GA 












Laura Ann Collins 
Decatur, GA 
Jon D. Colten 








St. Simons Island, GA 























William Curtis Ford 
Columbus, GA 
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Daniel Malcolm Barfield 
Thomaston, Ga. 
David Christian Barrow 





































Franklin Springs, Ga. 
Tara Brown 
Reseca, Ga. 

















































Richard R. Clifton 
Snellville, Ga. 
Reginald Tyrone Cloud 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Carrie Coffman 
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga. 
Richard Cogar 
Shiloh, Ga. 















































Christy L. Dooley 
Summerville, Ga. 






Sarah A. Eary 
Dahlonega, Ga. 





Stone Mountain, Ga. 

















Charles E. Garrett 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Greta Gault 
Stone Mountain, Ga. 
Holly Gilreath 
Gainesville, Ga. 


































Mary Kathryn Hester 
Cairo, Ga. 
Joseph L. Hicks 
Gainesville, Ga. 
66 Freshmen 






David F. Holland 
Thomasville, Ga. 










Stephen Marshall Hicklay 
Martinez, Ga. 
Jason M. Huff 
Ft. Myers, Fla. 
Christina Hulsey 
Greensboro, Ga. 
Mark D. Hunt 
Ft. McPherson, Ga. 
Bethany Hutton 
Marietta, Ga. 
















































Cave Spring, Ga. 








Mark E. Maloy 
Dahlonega, Ga. 






Scott M. Marcus 
Dalton, Ga. 








John W. Martin 
Buford, Ga. 








































































































April Dawn Reel 
Ellijay, Ga. 
Matt Reid 








Gordon H. Rives 
Carolina, P.R. 
James Mark Robertson 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Robert C. Robins 
West Port, Conn. 
Michael E. Rountree 
Riverdale, Ga. 

























































Rick S. Tatum 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Eric K. Terry 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Missy Thacker. 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Frances A. Thomas 
Cleveland, Ga. 
James Lee Thomas, Jr. 
Cleveland, Ga. 
Nacee D. Thomas 
Cumming, Ga. 
72 Freshmen 
Forrest G. Thompson, Jr. 
Fayetteville, Ga. 




Henry E. Tinley, Jr. 
Waynesboro, Ga. 



















Peachtree City, Ga. 
Melanie Walter 
Tucker, Ga. 












Patrick W. White 
Suches, Ga. 





































M. Hyams M. Hyams 
M. Hyams 
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John Durham Anthony began teaching at NGC in 
1933 when this once agricultural college became a part 
of the University System. Mr. Anthony taught general 
biology, genetics, and embryology. In 1970, he received 
the Outstanding Retired Faculty Award. 
While teaching at NGC for twenty-six years, Mr. An- 
thony saw many changes take place. He saw the number 
of students attending this college rise from 300 to 2,000 
in 1960. He recalled looking out of his lab window onto 
the corn field (now the drill field), which was used to feed the pigs. He 
could also remember when the townspeople would board students 
because there were no dorms. 
Mr. Anthony recalled a fond memory in his past: “One boy in my 
class fell asleep. I had the class to tiptoe out and another class to come 
in. The boy woke up and didn’t know where he was. But I didn’t blame 
the students (for sleeping). I’ve been to college, too.” 
Dr. Marc Gilbert, 
Assoc. Professor of 
History, is a reci- 
pient of the Joint 
Exxon Corp. — 
American Histor- 
ical Assoc. Grant 
to study in the Rep. 
of Cameroons. He 
has also received a 
Nat’l. Endowment 
for the Humanities 
Grant and a 
Fulbright Fellow- 
ship. 
Dr. Judith True, 
Associate Professor 
of Education, at- 
tended the World 
Reading Congress 
in London, Eng- 
land. She presented 
a model workshop 
on uses of news- 
papers to promote 
reading at home 
and co-edited a 
book entitled 
Newspaper Work- 
shops for Parents. 
Ms. Tommye 
Scanlin, Associate 
Professor of Fine 
Arts, “... is a 
dedicated teacher 
who works hard to 
ensure that her 
students learn the 
most from her 
classes.” She also 
plays a prominent 
role in planning the 
very Special Arts 
Festival. 
Dr. James Ew- 
ing, Professor of 
English, is “... a 
well-liked member 
of the English 
faculty who spends 
many hours work- 
ing with the 
students in his 
classes and the 
Sigma Chi fraterni- 
ty. He takes pride 
in his teaching and 




Professor of Nurs- 
ing and B.S.N. 
Coordinator, is 
partially responsi- 
ble for the organ- 
ization of the new 
B.S.N. program to 
be implemented in 
the fall. She has 
also published an 




Bridges is the 
Associate Professor 
of Psychiatric Nur- 
sing and the first 
coordinator of the 
A.D.N. program. 
“I have an interest 
in the Appalachian 
student and stu- 
dents with special 
needs (i.e. working 




Mr. Ewell G. Pigg was an Assoc. Professor of Physics at NGC from 1942 to 
1971. “Ewell Pigg was a man almost impossible to dislike. I met him in 1966 
when I first came to North Georgia College. We became fast friends almost 
immediately, partly because of our shared interest in amateur radio, but also, 
as I have indicated, it was very difficult to find anything in Ewell Pigg to 
dislike. We had long conversations about amateur radio, astronomy, Indian 
Lore, and poetry. He was an expert in all those areas, and I had at least a pass- 
ing interest. Ewell’s great virtue was that he never allowed his ego to get in the 
way of his humanity. He was proud of his Indian ancestry to the point of being 
boastful; if he was ambitious it was only for his students, and his students 
almost without exception were well prepared and ultimately successful. To 
my way of thinking, North Georgia has never had a more successful teacher, 
and I have never had a more devoted friend.” 
— Hugh Shott 
Mr. Haines Hill, 
Personnel Officer 




Chamber of Com- 
merce and the 
Mayor of Dahl- 
onega. He is also a 
former CommanS 
dant of Cadets and 
a retired Colonel of 
the U.S. Army for 
twenty-eight years. 
Mr. Roy Loehr, 
Director of Pro- 
curement for 
NGC, obtained 
after three years of 
work the profes- 
sional certification 
of Certified Public 
Purchasing Officer. 












has been voted the 
Rotarian “Work- 
horse of the Year.” 
He was given the 
award for being the 
one “... who has 
worked the hardest 
for the Rotary and 
for the community 
over the past year.” 
Dr. Christopher 
Sharp, Department 
Head of Education, 
has led the depart- 
ment from 1971- 
1986. In that time, 
the department has 
grown from three 
professors to four- 
teen; from one ma- 
jor to four; and 
from an under- 
graduate program 






done “. . . out- 
standing work with 
students and stu- 
dent organizations 
over a period of 
years.” “I love 
NGC — its stu- 
dents and location. 
This is my home 
now and the 





Manager, has been 
named “Rotarian 
of the Year.” He is 
responsible for 
printing the CUB 
Flush Flash, the 
SGA Campus 
Connections, and 
the faculty newslet- 
ter Campus Cur- 
rents, as well as 
many other print 
materials. 79 
Administration 






Dr. Hugh I. Shott, II 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Professor 
of English 
Mr. William F. Gerspacher 
Vice President for Business and Finance 
Mr. Virgil McIntyre 
Director of Computer 
Services 
and Adjunct Instructor of 
Business Administration 
Mr. H. Verne Smith 
Director of Development 
and Alumni Affairs 
Mr. Marc Cutright 
Director of Media 
Services 
Mr. H. Michael Hyams 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs and Assistant 
Professor of Education 
Mr. Gary Steffey 
Registrar and Director of 
Admissions and Instructor 
of Business 
Administration 
Ms. Frances Saus 





Dr. W. D. Bellamy 
Director of Testing and 
Professor of Business 
Administration 
Mr. Larry E. Mitchell 
Adjunct Assistant 
Professor of Continuing 
Education 
Dr. Shott 
V.P. for Academic Affairs 
and his secretary Ms. 
Virginia Stowers 
Ms. Redenna Poole 
Secretary 
Ms. Virginia Stowers 
Secretary 
Business and Finance 
Ms. Linda Caldwell 
Secretary 
Ms. Patsy Ferguson 
Accounting Clerk 
Mr. T. Haines Hill and his 
secretary My. Wigley 
Ms. Alda Gilleland 
Accountant 
Mr. William F. Gerspacher 
V.P. for Business and 
Finance and his secretary 
Ms. Caldwell 
Mr. T. Haines Hill 
Personnel Officer 
Ms. Wanda Wigley 
Secretary 
Ms. Mary Jo Hester 
Accounting Clerk 
Ms. Lorene Conner 
Switchboard Operator 
Mr. Roy Loehr 
Director of 
Procurement 
Mr. Phil Norrell 
Director of Plant 
Operations 
Ms. Laura Thacker 
Secretary 
Plant Op. keeps our 
campus beautiful. 
Bill Black 
Public Safety Officer 
Ms. Beverly Emminger 
Secretary Public Safety 
James C. Fitts 
Public Safety Officer 
CPT Charlie Jackson 
Director of Public 
Safety 
Roger C. Roy 
Public Safety Officer 
Gary Carlisle 
Duplicating Manager 





Dining Hall Supervisor 
Ms. Sherri Hoyle 
Secretary 




Director of Student Center 
and Adjunct Instructor of 
Education 
Wes Thomas 
Assistant Director of 
Student Center 
Ms. Mary Ann Weatherly 
Bookstore 
Computer Services 
Ms. Rita Ladd 
Operator 
Virgil McIntyre 
Director of Computer 
• Science and Adjunct 





Ms. Reba Fortner 
Secretary 
Ms. Nora Jones 
Manager, Alumni Data Systems 
Ms. Judy Moss 
Bookkeeper 
Verne Smith 
Director of Development and 
Alumni Affairs 
The Alumni Staff gets a short 
= Media 
Services 
Ms. Karen Layne 
Secretary 
Marc Cutright 
Director of Media 
Services 
Marc receives thanks from 
the Intro folks. 
break. 
84 Staff • 
Student Affairs 
Michael Hyams 
Vice President for Student Affairs and 
Assistant Professor of Education, a 
mighty Intro leader as well. 
Loretta Black, Secretary 
Steve Brown 
Director of Student 
Development 
Ms. Mary Carmichael 
Director of Placement 
Service 
Ms. Terri Colson 
Resident Counselor 
Coordinator 
Ms. Jan Guerry 
Secretary 
Ms. Frances Saus 
Associate Dean of 
Students 
Ms. Doris Stephens 
Secretary 
Infirmary: 
Ms. Kathy Grizzle 
Ms. Mary I. Duval 
Ms. Caroline Coker 
Ms. Eloise Snider 
Admissions 
Ms. Donna Grizzle 
Secretary 
Arnold Hulsey 
Director of Student Aid 
Ms. Geri Jones 
Secretary Ms. Debbie Price 
Job Development and 
Placement Coordinator 
Gary Steffey 
Registrar and Director 
of Admissions and 
Instructor of Business 
Administration 
Ms. Doris Sutton 
Secretary 
Ms. Leron Vermillion 
Coordinator of Student 
Recruiting 
Dr. Mac A. Callaham, Dept. Head 
Ms. Robbie Wehunt, Secretary 
Biology 
Dr. Joseph Biesbrock 
Dr. Dorothy L. Brock 
Dr. Thomas H. Fox 
Dr. James C. Parker 
86 Biology 
H Business Administration 
Mr. Hinton S. Amerson 
Mr. Lester E. Conyers, Jr. 
Dr. Allen R. Ellington 
Dr. Clayton Grant 
Ms. Doris Mohr 
Ms. Arlene Moore 
Mr. David E. Morris 
Dr. John F. Pearce 
Dr. William E. Piper 
Dr. Gay Tennis 
Mr. Harold A. Terrell, Jr. 
Business Administration 87 
Dr. Thomas Davis, Dept. Head 
Mr. J. Byron Woolfolk 
88 Chemistry 
Developmental Studies 
Ms. Kay Biddy 
Ms. Ann D. Tallant 
Developmental Studies 89 
Dr. Christopher Sharp, Dept. Head 
Ms. Elisie Johnston, 
Secretary 
Ms. Carol Parker, Sec. 
of Curriculum Library 
Dr. George B. Belden 
Dr. Sidney E. Benton 
Dr. David Fore 
Dr. Kathleen A. Gruenhagen 
90 Education 
Dr. Judith Long 
Dr. Robert G. Saba, Dir. of Graduate Studies 
Ms. Deborah Nadelhoffer, Graduate Secretary 
Ms. Eva McGahee 
Dr. Terry McLeod 
Dr. Janie Osborn 
I 
Dr. Lawrence J. Sorohan 
Mr. Steve Ross 
Dr. Judith N. True 
Dr. Jewell Wade 
Education 91 
Dr. Mary Ruth Miller, Dept. Head 
Ms. Juanita Bennett, 
Secretary 
English ll 
Dr. Sandra Brim 
Dr. James M. Ewing, Jr. 
Miss Elsa Ann Gaines 
Mr. Guy Lail 
Dr. Paul McClure 
92 English 
Fine Arts 
Mr. Robert Owens, Dept. Head 
Ms. Estelle Gilstrap, Secretary 
Dr. David Barnett 
Mr. Joe C. Chapman 
Mr. Joe H. Morgan 
Mr. Winslow Crannell 
Mr. Lyman L. 
Hammond 
Ms. Tommye Scanlin 
Fine Arts 93 
Ms. 
Ms. Valentine Dobbs, Dir. of 
Library Services 
Faye Smith, Secretary 
Ms. Charlene V. Bird 
Mr. Willie Gordon 
Ms. Carol Malcolm 
Ms. Bonnie Adams Morris 
/ 
Ms. Lisa Corey Shook 
Ms. Cynthia Loftis 
Ms. Shari Holtzclaw 
Ms. Joyce Tree 
94 Library 
H Mathematics and Computer Science 
Dr. Philip Buckhiester 
Mr. Ernest Elder, Jr. 
Ms. Jill Gray 
Mr. Richard Negley 
Dr. Dave Pandres 
Dr. Paul Patten 
Ms. Kathy Sisk 
Mathematics and Computer Science 95 
MAJ Joe D. Dellinger 
MAJ Richard G. Truax 
MAJ John R.Worrall 
96 Military M. Patty 
Mr. Fred Fitts, Supply Clerk 
Mr. William H. Price, Tact Officer 
Ms. Delores Seabolt, Administrative Officer 
Ms. Kathryn Phillips, Secretary 
Ms. Wilma West, Secretary Military 
Modern Languages 
Dr. Guy Oliver, Dept. Head 
Ms. Kathy Adams, Lab. Assistant 
Mile. Eliane Pickermann 
Ms. Susan Straubel 
Dr. Alice H. Reynolds 
98 Modern Languages 
Dr. Margaret (Peggy) G. Opitz, Dept. Head 
Ms. Helyn Brooks, Secretary 
Ms. Betty VanAelst, Secretary 
Ms. Naomi Bechtold 
Ms. Jane C. Blankenship 
Ms. Marie J. Bridges 
Ms. Joan Burnham 
Ms. Alice (Betty) E. 
Harkins 
Dr. R. W. (Pete) Nored 
Ms. Ann P. Phillips 
Ms. Linda R. Roberts 
Ms. Cecelia (Kathy) B. 
Scott 
Ms. Cecilia M. Tiller 
Nursing 99 
Ms. D. Lynn Jarrett 
Dr. Percy Jones 
Mr. Richard Oates 
Dr. John E. Raber 
Physical Education* 
Ms. Birdie E. Bell 
Mr. Alan Bickley 
Mr. Randy Dunn 
P. Parker 




Dr. James C. Parks, Dept. Head 
Ms. Edna McCaleb, Secretary 
Dr. Jim G. Coone 
Dr. Peter J. McDonald 
Dr. Charles S. Hoble 
Ms. Sara Steele 
102 Psychology 
M. Patty M. Patty 
Social Sciences 
Ms. Linda August 
Mr. John F. Csomor 
Dr. Paul G. Dobson 
Dr. Leo Downing 
Dr. Marc Gilbert 
Mr. Charles Kennedy 
Dr. Anthony E. Ladd 
Dr. Brian Murphy 
Dr. William Roberts 
Social Sciences 103 
Golden Glory  
Staff Brigade  
1st and 2nd Battalion 
Alfa Company  
Bravo Company.... 
Charlie Company. 
Delta Company .... 
Echo Company  
Foxtrot Company . . 
Headquarters  
Blue Ridge Rifles . . 
Color Guard  




NCO Club  
Officers Club  
Rifle Team  
























These ten outstanding senior cadets are representatives of the 
many outstanding cadets in the Corps this year. To be chosen as a 
commander signifies that they are the best among the best in the 
areas of leadership, personal character, military knowledge, and 
academic standing. Every cadet should prepare, work hard, and 
aspire for these senior positions. 
The Corps of Cadets has long been recognized for its effec- 
tiveness in teaching and developing certain personal 
characteristics, techniques, and performance capabilities. This is 
accomplished through practical application in a series of varied 
and progressively responsible job assignments. Starting as all 
freshmen, these ten cadets were highly successful in mastering self- 
discipline, dependability, team work, and time management. As 
they progressed through the ranks, they improved in all aspects of 
the leadership dimensions, including initiative, decision-making, 
planning, and organizing. As juniors, all ten displayed 
superb military proficiency at Summer Camp and con- 
tributed with forty-nine other cadets to rank North 
Georgia College as the top institution in the First ROTC 
Region. 
As commanders, these cadets form the upper echelon of 
the cadet chain-of-command. This chain is responsible for 
the training, discipline, administration, and conduct of the 
Corps of Cadets. These ten have fulfilled this awesome 
responsibility in an outstanding manner. They have set the 
professional example for all to emulate. 
Due to limited space, only ten cadets could be 
highlighted on this page. This is unfortunate because there 
are many more who have made outstanding contributions 
and deserve to be recognized here. 
Senior c/COL Lars G. Pierson, III (known as Trey to 
his friends) is a criminal justice major. A Calhoun, Ga. 
resident, Trey became Brigade Commander for Brigade 
staff his senior year. On Campus he also participates in 
Sigma Nu Fraternity, Officers’ Club, and is a member of 
the Auxiliary Activities Committee. Trey has been 
honored as a Distinguished Military Student, has received 
the Parachutist’s Badge from Airborn School, as well as 
the George C. Marshall Award, the Military Excellence 
MSIII, the Platoon Leadership Award (Advanced Camp), 
and has been placed in Who’s Who. He received his 
regular Army Commission in the Infantry. 
Senior c/LTC Clark Blackwell, a business management 
major from Canton, Ga., is the Commander of First Bat- 
talion. Clark is on the College Union Board, an Intro 
Leader and the Officers’ Club. Clark has won Superior 
Cadet for 1986, and the Distinguished Military Student 
Award. He has also been placed on the Dean’s List and is 
in Who’s Who. 
Joe Orecchio, from Bayonet Pt., Florida, is a senior ma- 
joring in business management. He is c/Lieutenant Col- 
onel, 2nd Battalion Commander, and is active in many 
NGC activities including Sigma Chi Fraternity, Big 
Brother ZDA, Officers’ Club, Student Government 
Association (VP in 85-86), and intro leader for 3 years. 
Joe has also received a number of important honors. They 
include Who’s Who (2 years), Distinguished Military Stu- 
dent, Army Scholarship (2 years), the MacArthur Award, 
and the Sons of American Revolution Award for leader- 
ship excellence. 
Senior c/MAJ Robin Stuart, a management major from 
Arlington, Ga., is the Company Commander of Head- 
quarters Company. Robin is an Executive Officer of the 
College Union Board and is involved in SGA. He is also in 
the NGC Singers and the Commander of the Patriots. He 
is a member of the Officers’ Club, the Disciplinary Board, 
and participates in intramural sports. Robin is on the 
Recreation Facility Committee, an Intro Leader, and an 
NGC Quartet member. His awards include the 
Distinguished Military Student, Platoon Leadership 
Award, The Good Conduct Ribbon, and Who’s Who. He 
is a nominee for NGC’s Alumnus Outstanding Student 
Award. 






Marc D. Axelberg is a senior business management ma- 
jor from Stone Mountain, Georgia. He is a cadet Captain 
and Alfa Company Commander. Marc holds active 
memberships in the Mountain Order of Colombo, Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, Officers’ Club and participates in Pre-Camp 
activities. He has been recognized as a Distinguished 
Military Student and is a member of Who’s Who in 
American Colleges and Universities. Marc also won first 
place in his area and third place overall at the 1986 Ad- 
vanced Camp All-American competition. 
Senior Paul Arcangeli, a biology major and psychology 
minor, is cadet Captain for Bravo Company and is their 
Commander. Paul is from Savannah and a member of the 
Sigma Chi Fraternity. He has received several 
distinguished awards including a Georgia Military 
Scholarship, and the Distinguished Military Student 
Award. 
John Mark Sexton is a senior marketing major from 
Griffin, Georgia. A cadet Captain, Mark is Charlie Com- 
pany Commander. Mark is a member of Pi Kappa Phi 
Fraternity, Inter Fraternity Council, and is a Phi Mu 
Sweetheart. Mark has been recognized as a Distinguished 
Military Student, is a member of Who’s Who in American 
Colleges and Universities, and received the Advanced 
Camp Company Leadership Award. 
C/CPT Jay Thornton, Delta Company Commander, is a 
senior from Huntsville, Alabama. He is majoring in 
psychology and minoring in history. Jay’s active campus 
life includes Sigma Nu Fraternity, Officers’ Club, Order 
of Colombo, and Vice President of the NCO Club. Besides 
being involved with clubs, Jay has won some prestigious 
awards, including the Regimental Leadership Award, Air- 
borne Qualification, and is in the Army Infantry Active 
Reserves. 
Senior c/CPT Charles Plumley, Jr., a psychology major 
and sociology minor from Fliijay, Ga., is the Commander 
of Echo Company. Chuck is the President of Sigma Nu 
Fraternity and was a sophomore Student Government 
Association representative. Chuck has won the John Alex- 
ander Howard Award and is a Silver Key Recipient. He 
was nominated for the NGC Alumni Association Outstan- 
ding Student Award. He is jump qualified and has been on 
the Dean’s List and the President’s List. He was also 
chosen to be in Who’s Who. 
Senior c/Cpt Wayne Lockhart, a computer science ma- 
jor and mathematics minor from Talbotton, Ga., is the 
Commander of Foxtrot Company. Wayne is involved with 
the College Union Board Issues and Ideas Committee and 
is a member of Students for Social Awareness. Wayne has 
been awarded the Distinguished Military Student Award, 
the Retired Officers’ Association Award, and the Reserve 
Officers’ Association Award. He has also been placed in 




Brigade Staff, “The Dawg 
Pound,” is made up of the 
meanest, roughest, toughest, 
most motivated cadets in the 
North Georgia College Corps 
of Cadets. 
These people are the heart 
and soul of the Brigade. If 
something has to be done, it 
starts with these men and 
women. 
A key factor to the success 
of these cadets is due to their 
outstanding advisor, Major, 
"The Bear," Dellinger. His 
support and confidence has 
helped this group “Be all they 
can be,” even though the 
front three sport “high and 
tight” haircuts like those of 
the elite Ranger Battalions. 
Major Joe D. Dellinger 
Row I c/LTC Smith, R., c/COL Pierson in, L., c/CSM Quick, G. Row 2: c/MAJ Dalton, T., c/MAJ Dixon, J., c/LTC Meyer, D., c/MAJ 
Ward, P., c/MAJ Biel. Row 3: c/2LT Morrison, J, c/MSG Utley, J, c/2LT Vecony, S., c/MAJ Ridley, M., c/2LT James, R., c/CPT Head K., 
c/CPT Marburger, P. Row 4: c/MSG Hodge, J., c/CPT Doppel, J., c/MAJ Blount, D. 
108 Brigade Staff 
First Battalion 
1 BN staffs purpose 
is to relieve the com- 
mander of as much of 
the routine matters as 
possible. When prepar- 
ing for operations, it is 
the staffs duty to gather 
information which will 
help the commander 
make decisions. Based 
upon the information 
made available through 
the staff and the com- 
manders personal judgement and experience the com- 
mander renders a decision. The staff must also see that 
the commander’s decision is carried out and given the 
necessary support required in order to make the opera- 
tion run smoothly. 
The staff members include a commanding officer, an 
executive officer, a recruiting officer, an athletics and 
recreation officer, an operations officer, an academic of- 
ficer and the NCO equivalents of these. These people 
are commanded by the SGM who primarily advises the 
commander on the enlisted ranks. 
To be successful the staff must work together to get 
the job done. 
1st Row, L-R: c/MAJ Tilden Reid, c/COL Clarke Blackwell, c/SGM Steve Turner. 2nd Row: c/CPT 
David Wonders, c/CPT Berry Deaton, c/CPT Shon Williams, c/ILT Paul Calvert, c/ILT Tom Kelly. 3rd 
Row: c/SFG Barry Hunt, c/SFG Chris Crate, c/SFc Ronald VanDernord, c/sfc Randy Mullis, c/ssg Mat- 
thew Wannall. 
Second Battalion = 
During the 1986- 
1987 school year the 
2nd BN of the NGC 
Boars Head Brigade 
was commanded by 
c/LTC Joseph M. Orec- Hj 
chio. Assisting c/LTC 
Orecchio was a staff of 
highly motivated and 
dedicated individuals. 
This staff consists of the 
XO, SI, S2, S3, and S4 U 
shops, Academic Of- 
fices, A and R Offices, and the BN Clerk. These persons 
were a combination of both contract and non-contract 
personnel who worked together as a team to accomplish 
whatever duty or task was bestowed upon them. The 
2nd BN would like to salute these individuals for a job 
well done. 
Row 1: D. McMickle, J. Orecchio, C. Martino. Row 2: T. Head, H. Harris, A. Meuse, A. 
Nichols, A. Whatley. Row 3: H. Wilson, J. Carroll, S. Williams, S. Lyle, W. Stanish, D. 
Lowery. 
First and Second Battalion 109 
1st Platoon Row 1: c/2LT DaSilva, c/SSG Capel, c/PVT Kelly, c/PVT Pirro, c/PVT Bowen, c/PVT DePew, c/SFC Hicks. Row 2: c/SSG Adams, c/RCT Johnson, 
c/RCT Bizzell, c/PVT Ramage, c/PVT Skidmore, c/SSG Lariscy. Row 3: c/SSG Romberg, c/PVT Jamison, c/RCT Garner, c/RCT Soloman, c/RTC Bolen. 
Alfa Co. 
“Out front and 
leading the way — 
Big A all the way!” 
Under the com- 
mand of c/CPT Marc 
Axelberg and a 
superior staff of of- 
ficers and NCO’s 
Alfa proved itself to 
be the company by 
which all others are 
judged. Filling its 
ranks with eighteen 
hard charging new Freshmen, Alfa took top honors in 
Freshman Field Day “Froggie Olympics” and the 
grueling Crown Mountain run. 
The spirit of “pride and never quit” were shown as 
Alfa won the 1st Battalion football championship and 
placed second in the Brigade. 
Composed of three platoons under the command of 
c/2LT Rick DaSilva, c/2LT Roy Haney and c/2LT 
Jeffery Langley, the company worked with precision 
and team work and achieved honor among the com- 
panies of the North Georgia College Boarshead 
Brigade. 
Alfa Staff Row 1: Remy (Guidon). Row 2: LTC Magee, c/ILT Dryden, c/CPT Axelberg, c/lSG 
Glover. Row 3: c/SGT Moore, c/2LT DeBolt, c/SFC Jarrard, c/SGT Nechtman. 
110 Alfa Co. 
2nd Platoon Row 1: c/2LT Haney, c/SSG Raines, c/RCT Perdue, c/RCT O’Neal, c/PVT Leslie, c/PVT Weatherford, c/SFC Jarrard. Row 2: c/SSG Reynolds, c/PVT 
Hicks, c/RCT Wells, c/PVT Feldman, c/RCT Deaton, c/PVT Watson. Row 3: c/SSG Powell, c/RCT Scoggins, c/RCT Dorrill, c/RCT Byars, c/RCT Marcus, c/SSG 
Cates. 
3rd Platoon Row 1: c/2LT Langley, c/SSG Dockery, c/RCT Snyder, c/PVT Kretzmer, c/RCT Palozzi, c/RCT Yamell, c/RCT Keller, c/SFC Barr. Row 2: c/SSG 
Snodgrass, c/PVT Jauch, c/RCT Arnold, c/SSG Bates, c/RCT Nottingham. Row 3: c/SSG Hammel, c/SGT Weimorts, c/PVT Jenacova, c/RCT Kelly. 
1st Platoon Row 1: c/PFC H. Nichols, c/PVT Earnest, c/PVT R. Brown, c/PVT B. Fox, c/SSG W. Baird. Row 2: c/SFC K. Smith, c/PVT C. Dillard, c/SSG J. R. Cov- 
ington. Row 3: c/2LT E. Jordan, c/SSG J. Blackwell, c/PVT A. Stead, c/PVT T. Keel, c/PVT W. Murtaugh, c/SSG J. Steward. 
Bravo Staff Row 1: c/PVT C. Lee (Guidon). Row 2: c/ILT J. Thompson, c/CPT P. 
Arcangeli, c/lSG M. Pyott. Row 3: c/SGT J. Deskevich, c/SFC J. S. Lyons, 
c/SSG D. R. Womack. 
Bravo Co. 
“Bravo Bandits — bad 
to the bone!” is what we 
exclaim across campus. 
Bravo Company, under 
the command of c/CPT 
Arcangeli, has continued a 
tradition of excellence. 
Bravo is known for ex- 
tremely high standards, 
outstanding grades, and 
military professionalism. 
To achieve these high standards the men and women 
of Bravo always stnve to maintain positive attitudes, 
and pledge themselves to never settle for average. 
112 Bravo Co. 
2nd Platoon Row 1: c/PVT Borra, c/SSG Hunt, c/PVT Williams, c/PVT Bennett, c/PVT Lyons, c/SSG Wages. Row 2: c/SFC Scholes, c/PVT Jones, c/PVT Simmons, 
c/PVT Stallings, c/PVT Stamps, c/SSG Lowe. Row 3: c/2LT Price, c/SSG Zivkovic, c/PVT Curry, c/PVT LeGrand, c/PVT Martin, c/PVT Barfield, c/SSG Marlowe. 
3rd Platoon Row 1: c/SSG Skelton, c/PVT Williams, c/PVT Gadziala, c/PVT Tirakiaglu, c/PVT Womack, c/SSG Truluck. Row 2: c/SFC Slagle, c/PVT Clemenshaw, 
c/PVT Collier, c/PVT Bley, c/PVT Metzporf, c/PVT Mruk, c/SGT Hahn. Row 3: c/2LT Morrow, c/PVT Smedley, c/PVT Roberts, c/PVT Hill, c/PVT Ford, c/SSG 
Wright. 
113 
1st Platoon Row 1: J. Cohen, Harwood, Lott, Silberstein, K. Pye. Row 2: J. Turner, A. McLeod, Thompson, Cronic, Swafford, Stipe. Row 3: PLT LDR J. Roberts, T. 
Brammett, Fincher, Smith, Cambra, Odum. 
Charlie Co. 
As Honor Company for 
Fall quarter, Charlie Com- 
pany set the standards to 
be met by the Corps. 
Adversity and broken 
bones were no match for 
the triumphant heroes as 
they improvised and over- 
came! Striving to follow in 
the footsteps of their 
senior cadre, Charlie’s 
Junior Pre-Campers exemplify the high standards of 
the North Georgia College Boar’s Head Brigade. To 
all of those who have been a part of “Cold Steel” 
Charlie, congratulations on your accomplishments. 
We’ve had a fantastic year! “COLD STEEL, QUICK 
TO KILL!” Charlie Staff Row 1: B. Houston. Row 2: B. Kauffman, C. Fowler, D. Alonso, C. . Brooker, D. Sockwell. Row 3: M. Sexton, P. Rosser, J. Whelchel. 
114 Charlie Co. 
1 
2nd Platoon Row 1: J. Friedman, D. Luckey, G. Cash, J. Brawley, S. Stringer, D. Collins. Row 2: PLT SGT B. Higgs, M. Sills, J. Bowers, E. Norris, C. y» 
Myers, P. Montello. Row 3: PLT LDR T. Johnson, W. Johnson, C. McVay, D. Wells, J. Chatham. 
3rd Platoon Row 1: ASST PLT/SG J. Chadboume, SQ/LDR D. Krai, J. Ethridge, Hill, Martin, Reeves. Row 2: PL SG J. McManus, Clark, Looney, Robertson, 
Stephens. Row 3: PLT LDR M. Johnson, SQ LDR A. Pagett, Coleman, Houston, Knieper Mohohan, Thoreson. 
115 
1st Platoon Row 1: c/SSG H. Hyams, c/SSG W. McKinney, c/SGT T. Carney, c/PVT S. Williams, c/PVT N. Morgan, c/PVT S. Masters, c/PVT J. Breaden. Row 2: 
c/SFC J. Gauding, c/SFC J. Brown, c/PVT G. Woody, c/PVT R. Cook, c/PVT G. Rives. Row 3: c/2LT K. Davis, c/SSG C. McWilliams, c/PFC R. Lynch, c/PVT W. 
Mixon, c/PFC P. Rogers, c/PVT P. Folger. 
Delta Co. 
Under the leadership of 
c/CPT Jay Thornton, 
Delta Company surpassed 
all academic, athletic and 
military standards. During 
the past year the men and 
women wearing orange 
displayed a true com- 
petitive spirit, 
Delta Company con- 
tinuously demonstrated 
their discipline by accomplishing Spring quarter 
Honor Company, Brigade Football Championship, 
placing first in Squad Progress and ranking high in 
academics. 
A common bond began early in the year upon the 
arrival of the highly motivated “frogs.” These feelings 
are reflected in their adopted motto: “We will all go 
down together.” 
Delta Staff Row 1: C.Hill. Row 2: c/CPT J. Thornton, c/ILT D. Brozek, c/lSG J. 
Segars. Row 3: c/SFC R. Holbert, c/2LT K. Adams, c/SSG C. Thompson, C. 
Garrison. 
116 Delta 
2nd Platoon Row 1: c/SSG C. Champion, c/PVT M. Rabeneck, c/PFC R. Cloud, c/PVT Krough. Row 2: c/SFC J. Fields, c/SSG S. Jackson, c/PVT J. Wagner, c/PVT 
L. Newman, c/SSG F. Willis, c/PVT J. Meme. Row 3: c/2LT M. Wurman, c/SSG V. Angle, c/PVT F. Farran, c/PFC P. Churchill, c/PVT H. Entrekin, c/PVT M. 
Cheek. 
3rd Platoon Row 1: c/SSG J. Wells, c/SSG K. Cumbie, c/SSG L. Dickson, c/PFC J. Jackson, c/PVT S. Garrison, c/PVT J. Wojhoviak. Row 2: c/SFC G. Young, c/SSG 
R. Watson, c/PVT E. Oare, c/PVT B. Baker, C/SGT J. Young, c/PVT C. Dryden. Row 3: c/2LT E. Poole, c/SSG A. Seal, c/PVT D. Hollberg, c/SGT S. Stump, c/PVT 
T. Moore. 
Delta 117 
1st Platoon Row 1: c/SSG Standard, Almanza, Kemp, Mitchell, Sheppard, Quick. Row 2: c/SFC Gayler, c/SSG Payne, Hosea, Mahahon, Huckaby, Tatum, Garrett 
Row 3: c/2LT Hansend, (1st PLT LDR), c/SSG Anderson, Choe, Villar, Hicks, Reid, Matt. 
Echo Co. 
Echo Company, 
under the command of 
c/CPT Chuck Plumley, 
continues to achieve a 
standard of excellence 
equalled by none. Echo 
won White Collar and 
captured the first PT 
streamer. The winning 
tradition of the Echo 
Rangers is exemplified 
by the top command positions in the Corp manned by 
past Rangers. The Command Sergeant Major and one 
Battalion Sergeant Major came from Echo Company 
while two First Sergeants also came from them. In the 
officer ranks two Company Commanders started their 
careers in Echo Company. 
Echo Company — continuing the tradition of being a 
highly disciplined, extremely motivated, hard charging, 
lean, mean, fighting machine company. “Motivated, 
motivated, always motivated, there’s no competition 
like the real competition, because the competition is the 
Mighty E!” 
These boys are getting a little rowdy, receiving a few 
sticks, and making life slightly miserable for some NCOs 
but when all is said and done — CPT Plumley and his 
Echo Rangers continue to lead the way! 
Echo Staff Row 1: Deal (Guidon). Row 2: c/CPT Plumley (Company Commander), c/LT 
Churchbourne (XO), c/lSG Geiger (First Sergeant). Row 3: c/2LT Harris (Academic Of- 
ficer), c/SSG Tudor (APSG), c/SGT Collins (CLerk). Row 4: c/SFC Marlow (A&R), c/SGT 
Lamb (Training NCO). 
118 Echo Co. 
2nd Platoon Row 1: c/SSG Rupert, c/SSG Todd, Davis, Lunsford, Webb, Judkins. Row 2: c/SFC Home, c/SSG Reed, Bray, Clark, Reid, Mark, Otwell, McManus. Row 
! 3: c/2LT Brunton (2nd PLT LDR), c/SSG Drummonds, Brashear, Felker, Turley. 
3rd Platoon Row 1: c/SSG Snodgrass, c/SSG Lafollette, Chahall, Segars, Glowaski, Brown. Row 2: c/SFC Cook, c/SSG Dozier, Denard, Radford, Huff, McElfresh, 
Giffin. Row 3: c/SSG Dunn, Dunn, E., Holland, Davis, Combs, c/2LT Fore (3rd PLT LDR) not pictured. 
119 
1st Platoon Row 1: c/SSG R. Wilson, c/PVT B. Matthews, c/PVT D. McKaughan, c/PVT R. Kovec, c/PVT R. Barden. Row 2: c/SFC J. Greeson, c/SSG K. Brady, c/PV 
D. Pannek, c/PVT H. Tinley, c/PVT F.Thompson, c/PVT J. Petrie. Row 3: c/2LT C. Wheeler, c/SSG D. Williams, c/PVT T. Rockett, c/PVT C. Turner, c/PVT R. Clifton. 
Foxtrot Co. 
FOXTROT 
The goal of Foxtrot 
Company is to develop its 
subordinates into good 
leaders. By performing at a 
high level of proficiency, 
and by setting a pace for 
others to follow, the cadets 
who make up the company 
cadre hope to instill in 
their followers a high level 
of motivation, discipline, 
and good moral character. 
The'unit has an excellent reputation as one of the 
top companies in the cadet brigade. Professionalism, 
hard work, and dedication are the key ingredients 
that keep the company operating smoothly. Always 
maintaining high standards, Foxtrot will continue to 
succeed in its endeavors. 
120 Foxtrot Co. 
Foxtrot Staff Row 1: c/PVT J. Martin. Row 2: c/CPT W. Lockhart, c/ILT M. 
Agerton, c/lSG J. Dodd. Row 3: c/SGT P. Putnam, c/SFC W. Carlyle, c/SSG M. 
Moore, c/2LT K. Hanrahan. 
2nd Platoon Row 1: c/SFC S. Kambiss, c/PVT T. Bossert, c/PVT W. Bowman, c/PVT C.Bradley, c/SSG W. McAllister. Row 2: c/SSG C. Downey, c/PVT J. Lezinski, 
c/pVT J. Simmons, c/PVT M. Young, c/PVT B. Johnson, c/SSG K. Fowler. Row 3: c/2LT P. Davidson, c/PVT J. Reece, c/PVT J. Farrer, c/PVT S. Wood, c/PVT N. 
Green, c/SSG J. Chalfant. 
3rd Platoon Row 1: c/SSG B. Phillips, c/PVT M. Munda, c/PVT M. Thornton, c/PVT M. Griffis, c/PVT J. Martin, c/PVT J. Gayler. Row 2: c/SFC M. Robertson, 
c/SSG J. McNair, c/PVT J. Burke, c/PVT B. Challenger, c/PVT T. Chastain, c/PVT T. Barrett. Row 3: c/2LT E. Christensen, c/SSG R. Brady, c/PVT K. Brooks, 




pany, commanded by 
c/MAJ Robin Stuart, is the 
home of the national 
champion Blue Ridge 
Rifles, the Golden Eagle 
Band and the Colorguard. 
HQ is not a part of either 
battalion and functions in- 
dependently from the rest 
of the Corps as three in- 
dividual units. Headquarters Company tries to main- 
tain standards above other units; thus creating a sense 
of competition. 
The primary purpose of the individual units is to 
represent North Georgia College through competi- 
tions, parades, and many other public relation 
functions. 
“HQ MAKES IT HAPPEN!” 
“BLUE AND GREY ALL THE WAY!” 
“RED AND WHITE DOES IT RIGHT!” 
“GOLDEN EAGLES LEAD THE WAY!” 
Row 1: c/CPT D. Weiner, c/MAJ R. 
Stuart, c/lSG A. Lattone, c/CORP J. 
Coleman. Row 2: c/SFC D. Archer, 
c/MSG M. Ammons, c/MSG B. Jor- 
dan, c/MSG Ellison, c/SGT F. Car- 
roll. Row 3: c/2LT Coody, c/CPT J. 
Mohor, c/CPT R.Alford, c/ILT 
R.Love. 
122 Headquarters 
Row 1: R. Ellison (Drillmaster), D. Goodwin, R. Hines, D. Arb, A. Taylor, J. Eckiund, R. Alford (Commander). Row 2: K. Hanrahan (XO), J. McConnell, R- Robbins, S. 
Huckaby, C. Ware, D. Barrow. Row 3: J. Shackleford, E. Paden, B. Singer, B. McGramery, B. Pollack, X. Dildo. 
M. Blackwell 
M. Cutright 
Blue Ridge Rifles 
On June 6, 1861, the city of Dahlonega sent their se- 
cond group of volunteers to the battlefront in the War 
Between the States, under the command of Captain 
Joseph Hamilton. The unit from in and around the Blue 
Ridge Mountains of North Georgia was organized as 
Company E. Phillips Legion; the Blue Ridge Rifles. In 
1864, a time for which the Blue Ridge Rifles enlisted ex- 
pired; they did not disband, but re-enlisted for the re- 
mainder of the war. Following the war, the South was 
under federal marshal command and all the units of the 
Confederacy were ordered to disband. The Blue Ridge 
Rifles members did not disband, however, but continued to meet on a regular social basis. 
In 1950, a drill team was formed for use in Spring Parades at North Georgia College. The 
team was named “The Honor Platoon” at that time. The name was later changed to “The 
Drill Platoon” in 1956. It held this name until March, 1958, at which time the members of 
the platoon decided to change the name. Dr. Brown of the school’s English department sug- 
gested the name “Blue Ridge Rifles”; after the original unit from Dahlonega during the 
Civil War. The team liked Dr. Brown’s suggestion and adopted the name. 
Since its early beginning, the Blue Ridge Rifles drill team has earned state and national 
recognition as interrcollegiate drill team champions. The Rifles, now in their seventh 
straight undefeated year continue to carry on the traditions and pride instilled in them by 
the members before them. Highlights this past year include: Mardi Gras Invitational Drill 
Meet, New Orleans, Louisiana; Perdue Invitational Drill Meet; Hawk’s game at the Omni; 
Gold Rush Parade; Veterans Parade in Atlanta; Sorghum Festival Parade in Blairsville; 
North Georgia College Homecoming; DMS Review; Sweetheart Review; All Army Basket- 
ball Game; Graduation; and Commissioning Exercises. 
Blue Ridge Rifles 123 
Row 1: c/SSG B. Barnhardt, c/PFC M. Maloy, c/PVT A. Griffin, c/PVT S. Watson, c/MSG B. Jordan. Row 2: c/RCT D. F. Henderson, c/PVT E. Jerry, c/RCT D. 
Black, c/RCT C. Kemp, c/CPT K. Adams. Row 3: c/PVT M. Robertson, c/PVT B. Prescott, c/PFC N. Wood, c/SSG T. Hill, c/PVT J. Marshall. 
Color Guard 
The North Georgia Col- 
lege Color Guard exists as 
an integral part of the 
cadet corps at North 
Georgia College. The 
unit’s purpose is to present 
the colors of the United 
States, Georgia and North 
Georgia College at 
ceremonies and competi- 
tions both on and off cam- 
pus. The unit represents North Georgia College and 
provides the opportunity for its members to develop 
leadership skills, discipline, and competitive spirit. 
To be eligible to become a member of the Color 
Guard, a student must be in satisfactory academic 
standing and demonstrate the ability to perform in 
accordance with the standards of appearance and 
drill of the Color Guard. The Color Guard normally 
will consist of between twenty and twenty-five 
members and tryouts will be held at the beginning of 
each quarter. 
M. Blackwell 
124 Color Guard 
M. Sanders 
Golden Eagle Band = 
The Golden Eagle Band 
is the official instrumental 
ensemble of the Corps of 
Cadets and of North 
Georgia College. It is the 
only military organization 
open to civilians as well as 
military students. The 
band has fulfilled its role 
as a recruiting unit for the 
college, making an average 
of twenty to twenty-five performances each year rang- 
ing from local and state-wide parades to performing 
at Corps functions and basketball games on the NGC 
campus. This year the band placed third in the 
marching band competition at the Veterans’ Day 
parade in Atlanta. Notable performances will also be 
given at the Omni and at the St. Patrick’s Day parade 
in Savannah. 
pip far^tsp^ti 
Row 1: M. Ammons (Bandmaster), L. Treadway, J. Bowman, J. Cheeks, M. Harrison, D. Stover, A. Jordan, S. Byers (Band XO), J. Merillate. Row 2: J. Varner (Band 
PSG), Thomas, M. Hilko, D. Brown, C. Little, G. Kissell, S. Mullins, Harvey, A. Coody. Row 3: F. Carroll, K. Franklin, M. Rountree, B. Miller, J. Strasser, R. Head, 
W. Barr, J. Coign...., E. Elliott. Row 4: D. Sarbon, J. Nix, R. Cogar, T. Owen, C. Lang, J. Jacobs, J. Garvin, R. Collett, B. Partain. Not Pictured: B. Davis 
(Bandmaster). 
Golden Eagle Band 125 
Row 1: J. Thompson, M. Agerton, D. Blount, P. Rosser, M. Pyott. Row 2: T. McKinney, W. Mixon, E. Mollins, M. Harrison, M. Jones, H. Nichols, B. Kauffman, J. 
Dozier, J. Segars. Row 3: R. Dunn, W. Ford, P. Harvey, C. Little, J. Cheek, G. Bolen, T. Earnest, A. Remy, M. Ammons, S. Byers. Row 4: R. Lowe, J. Looney, M. 




The Aggressor Pla- 
toon was formed in 
1966 with our primary 
mission of supporting 
Pre-Camp operations. 
Our secondary mission 
is to train ourselves in 
Ranger and Special 
Forces operations. 
Our training is 
rigorous and de- 
manding. Not only is it physically tough, it is men- 
tally demanding as well. What is learned in the 
classroom is applied in the field in the most 
realistic situations today’s Army and North 
Georgia College can provide. 
The training that is learned will help the in- 
dividual in Pre-Camp, at Advances Camp, and 
even in the armed forces. If you want to be one of 
the elite and wear our coveted beret, then try to be 
an Aggressor! AGGRESSORS LEAD THE WAY! 
Row 1: (ret.)CMDR D. Blount, 1SG M. Pyott, MSG C. Strickland, OP-4CMDR J. 




The Courtney H. Hodges AUSA 
Company is an organization that keeps 
all of its members informed of what is 
happening in today’s Army. The com- 
pany provides a way for members to 
learn more about new weapons systems, 
vehicles, and the operations of the 
Army. 
Here at North Georgia College, the 
company consists of thirty members 
and is open to both military and civilian 
students. Over the past two years, the 
Courtney Hodges company has won 
“Best Assistance” and “Best Chapter” awards at the annual convention. 
Each October they take eight students to the annual convention in 
Washington, D.C. to meet with other companies as well as learn more 
about Army procedures. They have several guest speakers throughout 
the school year and attend numerous banquets and ceremonies. 
This year’s officers include: Scott Kambiss (Commander), Burton 
Wiliams (XO), and 1SG Cathy McWilliams. 
Row 1: Chris Turner, LT COL Magee, Teresa DePew, Alan Seal. Row 2: Chuck Fowler, Tom Came, Vance Angle, Brian Partain. 
AUSA 127 
Row 1: (Advisor) CPT J. Terry, (XO) M. Ridley, D. Brozek, M. Lindsey, (S-3) C. Churchboume, (Jr. Inst.) R. Smith, (Jr. Inst.) R. Harwood. Row 2: (CO) J. Roberts, J. 
Martin, J. Thompson, D. Krai, (Sr. Inst) J. Thornton, R. Cambra, G. Hicks. Row 3: L. Entrekin, G. Woody, M. Wannall, C. Garrett, C. Crate, R. Slagle, E. Stephens, 
(Jr. Inst.) A. Whatley. Row 4: K. Brady, B. Houston, B. Robertson, C. Felker, J. Young, R. Davis, K. Cumbie, A. Truluck, M. Axelberg. Inset — MSG Louis P. Colom- 
bo (Founder). 
; Columbo 
“If you can’t keep up the pace, 
drop out of the formation.” This is 
the motto which exemplifies the 
pride and enthusiasm of the Order 
of Colombo Mountain Platoon. 
In 1962 the unit was conceived 
by a small group of cadets who 
were interested in forming a uni- 
que organization after watching a 
demonstration performed by the 
cadre of the U.S. Army Mountain 
Ranger Camp. After requesting information and training 
assistance from the ranger camp, Master SGT. Louis P. Colombo 
volunteered his time and knowledge. Prior to SGT. Colombo’s 
departure, the unit was named in his honor. 
The unit is sponsored by the military department to promote in- 
terest in military mountaineering and small unit infantry tactics. 
Members are selected from those cadets who successfully pass a 
rigorous physical fitness test and tactical skills knowledge test. Our 
mission is to train and develop cadets into potential mountain 
combat soldiers with emphasis in the subjects of mountaineering, 
fixed installations, terrain navigation, and small unit tactics. 
Small unit tactics are initially taught in the classroom, followed 
by practical exercises in a field environment. Our mountaineering 
skills are initially taugbt in the classroom, practiced on the rap- 
pelling tower and then perfected at Yonah Mountain. 
128 Columbo 
NCO Creed 
No man is more professional than /, I am a Noncommission- 
ed Officer, a leader of men. As a Noncommissioned Officer I 
realize that I am a member of a time honored corps, which is 
known as “The Backbone of the Army. ” 
I am proud of the Corps of Noncommissioned Officers and 
will at all times conduct myself so as to bring credit upon the 
Corps, the Military Service, and my country. Regardless of the 
situation in which I find myself, I will not use my grade or posi- 
tion to attain pleasure, profit or personal safety. 
Competence is my watch-word. I will strive to remain 
technically and tactically proficient. I am aware of my role as a 
Noncommissioned Officer. I will fulfill my responsibilities in- 
herent in that role. All soldiers are entitled to outstanding 
leadership; I will provide that leadership. I know my men and I 
will always place their needs above my own. I will communicate 
consistently with my men and never leave them uninformed. I 
will be fair and impartial when recommending both rewards 
and punishment. 
Officers of my unit will have maximum time to accomplish 
their duties; they will not have to accomplish mine. I will earn 
their respect and confidence as well as that of my men. I will be 
loyal to those with whom I serve; seniors, peers and subor- 
dinates alike. I will exercise initiative, by taking appropriate ac- 
tion in the absence of orders. I will not compromise my integri- 
ty, nor my moral courage. I will not forget, nor will I allow my 
comrades to forget, that we are professionaf Noncommissioned 
Officers, leaders of men! 
NCO Club 129 
Row p c/CPT C. Plumley, c/SFC J. Skelton, c/CPT P. Arcangeli, c/LTC C. Blackwell, c/CPT W. Lockhart, c/MAJ R. Stuart, c/LTC R. Smith (President), 
c/COL T. Pierson, c/MAJ J. Dixon, c/ILT T. Kelly, c/ILT P. Calvert, c/CPT P. Marburger, c/LTC D. Meyer. Row 2: c/LTC J. Oreccio, c/CPT M. Sexton, 
c/2LT C. Wheeler, c/MSG A. Whatley, c/MSG T. Johnson, c/ILT T. Kauffman, c/2LT A. Coody, c/CPT J. Doppel, c/CPT J. Williams, c/CPT K. Head, c/MAJ 
L. Biel, c/2LT B. Partain. Row 3: c/MAJ T. Dalton, c/CPT S. Williams, c/MAJ D. McMickle, c/ILT L. Nichols, c/CPT S. Vekony, c/MSG E. Christensen, 
C/2LT J. Morrison, c/ILT A. Meuse, c/CPT H. Harris, c/ILT M. Aggerton, c/MAJ P. Ward, c/CPT R. Alford, c/CPT B. Dalton, c/ILT E. Elliott. Row 4: 
c/MAJ M. Ridley, c/2LT S. Harris, c/2LT J. Langley, c/2LT M. Wurman, c/ILT P. Rosser, c/MAJ D. Blount, c/CPT J. Mohor, c/2LT R. James, c/2LT T. 
Morrow, c/2LT K. Davis, c/2LT M. Price, c/2LT E. Jordan, c/MAJ R. Reid, c/2LT J. Dryden, c/2LT P. Davidson, c/2LT H. Wilson. 
Officers’ Club 
The Officer’s Club consists of 
the officers of the Corps of Cadets. 
It is used to help prepare seniors 
for their after-graduation ventures. 
The main goal of each school year 
is to raise money for the officers’ 
Dining-In. The purpose of this for- 
mal Dining-In is to give contract 
seniors a chance to get familiar 
with this military custom and to 
enjoy fellowship with their peers. 
130 Officers’ Club 
Ranger Challenge 
Bottom Row, Left to Right: MSG Goodman, C/SSG Clark, c/SGT Fowler, c/PFC Nichols, c/PVT Jones, c/RCT 
Jackson, c/ISG Martino, c/MAJ Blount. Top Row, Left to Right: c/PVT Mruk, c/ISG Quick, c/SSG Dickson, c/SSG 
McKenny, c/SSG Smedley, c/PVT Clifton, C/SSG Womack, c/CPL Dickson. 
Row 1: c/2LT Price, c/PVT Kelly, c/PVT McVay, c/SSG Brummett, c/PVT Stump. Row 2: c/PVT Womack, c/PVT 
Dorrill, c/PVT Keel, c/PVT Murtagh, c/PVT Hicks. 
Ranger Challenge is a 
competition that is held at 
the area and the regional 
levels. This year the area 
competition was held at 
Camp Blanding in Florida 
on February 20-22. The 
regional competition was 
held at Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina. 
The competition con- 
sists of a wide range of 
military skills. These skills 
are M-16 marksmanship, 
grenade throwing, 
assembly of the M-60 and 
the M-16, and one rope 
bridge, APFT, 10 
Kilometer road march, pat 
rolling and land 
navigation. 
MSG Goodman is the 
military advisor to the 
NGC Ranger Challenge 
team which consists of 




The North Georgia College 
Rifle Team has ranked as one 
of the top teams in the na- 
tion. The Rifle Team has a 
long history of success, and 
they continue to take first 
place in many contests 
throughout the Southeast. 
The Rifle Team demands 
excellence from each 
member in order to maintain 
their winning tradition. 
Through self discipline and 
teamwork each individual 
contributes to the one goal of 
the Rifle Team — Victory. 
Ranger Challenge/Rifle Team 131 
= NGC Cadets Take the Leadership Trophy 
<$ Introduction into the Corps of 
Cadets at NGC begins with Freshman 
Orientation week, better known as 
“Frog Week.” During this period in- 
coming freshman are introduced to 
the military aspects of their college 
career at NGC. Once this week of for- 
^ mal training is complete, these 
recruits are inducted into the Corps of Cadets. 
However, this is just the beginning of their military 
learning experience. Military history, 
drill and ceremony, physical fitness 
training and many other fundamental 
skills are learned during the cadets’ 
freshman year. This first year of train- 
ing pays off during the cadets’ 
sophomore year as they get their first 
taste of formal military leadership by 
obtaining the position of squad 
leader. During the cadets’ sophomore year their 
military training continues, and emphasizes leader- 
ship fundamentals. These fundamental 
characteristics of leadership aid the cadets in their 
junior year when military tactics and leadership 
dimensions are studied. 
This is a very important period in the lives of 
many cadets, as this is the time that these young 
men and women make the decision to sign a 
military contract with the United States Army. But 
the junior year would not be complete without hav- 
ing the opportunity to enjoy the experiences of 
Pre-Camp. The culmination of three years of 
military studies is attendance at Advanced Camp, 
held annually at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. 
This past year, our North Georgia College cadets 
received top honors at Camp 
All American ’86, by taking the 
Leadership Trophy and first 
place overall among 110 
schools across the southeast. In 
addition to NGC’s top honors 
Cadet Marc Axelberg took 
third place out of about 3500 
cadets at Advanced Camp. 
Due to these honors, Col. Kraft visited NGC to 
receive a military department and cadet briefing 
and to present c/CPT Marc Axelberg and c/COL 
Trey Pierson Camp All-American awards. 
— Lauren Biel 
— Pat Marburger 
NGC cadets received 
top honors at Camp All 
American 86 
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Wiley an Account- 
ing/Finance major from 
Lula, GA is the reigning 
Miss NGC. She is attend- 
ing NGC because of its 
good accounting program. 
Being at NGC has taught 
Sabrina that “everything is 
out there waiting to be 
taken,” all you have to do 
is reach out. Winning Miss 
NGC is her fondest 
memory, “it was a very 
happy moment in my life 
because I had never won 
anything like it.” Her 
favorite tradition is that of 
drill on Monday after- 
noons. It has taught her to 
be proud of her country 
and those who fight for it. 
Junior Kim Brady a Finance 
major from Monticello, GA is 
Vice-President of our Student 
Government Association. She 
is attending NGC because of 
its small size and because it is 
located in the mountains. 
NGC has helped Kim to be 
able to work on a one to one 
basis with the administration, 
it has allowed her to be able to 
travel to other schools, and has 
helped her build lasting friend- 
ships. Her favorite tradition at 
NGC is when it is “5:00 and 
everything stops, so that we 
can pay respect to our nation, 





Junior Kathy Young a 
Psychology major from 
Marietta, GA, is involved in 
many activities at NGC. She is 
on the Inter-Club Council, the 
Student Auxiliary Services 
Comm., the Student Life 
Comm. Kathy is more known 
however as the President of 
our College Union Board and 
as an INTRO Leader. Being 
the president of CUB has given 
Kathy the opportunity to make 
friends and share ideas for the 
many activities that CUB 
sponsors. Kathy also enjoys 
being an INTRO Leader. This 
has given her the chance to 
help others adjust to college 
life. Most important to Kathy 
is that “INTRO has given me 
friends I know I will have for a 
lifetime, and that is truly 
special.” 
136 Golden Opportunities 
Alpha Lambda — = 
Row 1, R-L: Toni Petriilo, Monica Mathis, Lisa Stanley, Sabrina Wiley, Ingrid Newman, Dana Still, Paige 
Strickland, Marcember Brown, Becky Carter, Snsan Adair, Paul Cain, Joe Domaieski, Renee Allen, Cheryl Hanes, 
Joyce Martin. Not Pictured: Paul Montelio, Melissa Sanders. 
Row 1, R-L: Susan Adair — Publicity, Ingrid Newman — V. President, Joyce Martin — President, Cheryl Hanes — 
Treasurer, Marcember Brown — Secretary 
Alpha Lambda is a na- 
tional honor society which 
recognizes outstanding 
Freshmen. To be inducted 
into this group one must 
maintain a 3.5 overall grade 
point average for his/her first 
two quarters. Freshmen who 
meet this criterion are in- 
ducted at a candlelighting 
ceremony during the Spring 
quarter of that same year. 
He/she is also presented with 
a certificate of achievement 
during the honors night 
presentation. 
The purpose of Alpha 
Lambda is to promote a 
higher standard of learning 
among the freshmen 
students at NGC. The group 
is also involved in communi- 
ty service projects. For ex- 
ample, this year there is a 
planned Spring “community 
clean-up” project; this will 
involve going out and help- 
ing the senior citizens with 
yard work and other such 
tasks. Likewise, this year’s 
group is in the process of 
planning a tutorial program 
for incoming Freshmen who 
are having problems with 
their classes. 
Alpha Lambda is not all 
work, however, there are 
Christmas parties, bowling 
parties and other fun ac- 
tivities for members to 
participate. 
— Toni Petriilo 
Alpha Lambda 137 
BACCHUS 
The newest organization at North 
Georgia College, BACCHUS, is an 
alcohol awareness and education pro- 
gram on colleges and universities, pro- 
moting responsible use of alcoholic 
beverages. It encourages independent 
decision-making and respect for the 
choice of abstinence. 
BACCHUS, “Boosting Alcohol Con- 
sciousness Concerning the Health of 
University Students,” is an integral part 
of the Inter Association Task Force on 
Campus Alcohol Issues, a ten-member 
coalition of associations in representing 
nearly all student leaders and ad- 
ministrators involved in student affairs 
work in higher education. BACCHUS 
believes that the acquisition of adult 
skills requires the receiving of all per- 
tinent information of alcohol itself, 
alcohol use, health and wellness; the 
learning of positive individual asser- 
tiveness in socializing; and that college 
age is a pivotal time for the acquisition 
of those skills. 
The four ideals set forth by the na- 
tional organization are: encouraging 
moderation of alcohol intake; recogniz- 
ing the right, “to drink or not to drink”; 
using positive peer pressure to 
discourage irresponsible or illegal use of 
alcohol; and providing alternative social 
behavior patterns. 
Current officers are: President — 
Gordon Young, Vice President — 
Melinda Blackwell, Historian — Troy 
McNeely, and Advisor — Terri Colson. 
Other officers and members were de- 
cided upon throughout the year. These 
officers recognize the increasing ex- 
cessive use of alcohol at NGC and 
desire to educate the students, faculty, 
and community on its effects, conse- 
quences, legalities, liabilities, and possi- 
ble alternatives. 
— Melinda Blackwell 
138 BACCHUS 
"°,T 
The Baptist Student Union is breakfast every Tuesday morning, the NGC Baptist Student Union 
an on-campus organization in-depth Bible studies, and sponsors the 3K Gold Rush Road 
whose main purpose is providing outreach to the community nursing Race. Every Spring break, oppor- 
opportunities for spiritual growth home. There are many special ac- tunities are open for the Spring 
in a Christian’s life in their rela- tivities that BSU members can par- break mission trip to New York, 
tionship with Christ. The BSU ticipate in during each quarter. There are also always many 
does this through weekly ac- These include the Statewide Fall openings for Summer Mission 
tivities such as their Monday Convention, Gatlinburg Winter Bi- work across the nation and 
night meetings at Dahlonega ble Study Retreat, and Statewide abroad through the BSU and the 
Baptist Church, their prayer Spring Conference. Also, each year Home Mission Board. 
Row 1: Jimmy Mason — President, Sherrie Gore — V. President, Kayanne King — 
Music/Drama, Paige Colebume, Cynthia Gilreath — Community Missions, Ray Handte — 
Stewardship, Connie Irvin — Secretary, Ken Jones — Campus Minister, Rendy Fossett — 
Missions. 
Some of the members gather for a weekly meeting. 
The members of the Baptist Student Union. 
College Union Board 
The College Union Board is a fun, hardworking group of students who provide a variety 
of activities for all of NGC. The C.U.B. is organized into seven committees: 
Movie Crew, responsible for weekly campus movies and study break cartoons. 
Recreation Committee, responsible for tournaments and trips to athletic events. 
Ideas and Issues, responsible for lectures and seminars. 
Decorations and Hospitality, which provides refreshments and decorations for CUB 
dances and parties, and decorates the Student Center for holidays. 
Publicity and Public Relations, responsible for informing NGC students of upcoming 
events through monthly updates and through Flush Flash. 
Cultural Affairs, responsible for bringing plays and art shows. 
Social Activities, is responsible for all dances and parties etc. 
CUB is responsible for annual events such as the Registration dance, Candelight caroling 
at Christman, Homecoming dance, Sweetheart Ball, Spring Jam and the Whiffle Golf 
Tournament. 
— Kathy Young 
Board Row 1, R-L: Donna Elrod, 
Kathy Young, Alice Marcantonio, 
Robin Stuart, Wesley Thomas — Ad- 
visor, Jon Strasser, Tara Sharpe, 
Wendi Hayes, Leslie Cash, Sandy 
Bridges, Paul Montello, Ed Elliott, 
Casey Sewell, Janette Kelly, 
Margaret Sewell, Laura Groce. 
Movie Crew Row 1, R-L: Michele 
Baker, Terri Mincey, Melissa 
Sanders, Valerie Newman, Robbie 
Byars, Margaret Sewell — 
Chairman. 
Executive Council Row 1, R-L: Kathy 
Young — President, Donna Elrod — 
Secretary, Alice Marcantonio — Vice 
President, Robin Stuart — 
Treasurer. 
Decorations and Hospitality Row 1, R-L: 
Tawanda Young, Sandy Bridges — Chairman, 
Missy Thacker, Vickie Shedd, Laura Groce, 
Jon Strasser, Bethany Hutton, Ed Elliott. 
Cultural Affairs Row 1, R-L: Fred Carroll, Jon 
Strasser, Ed Elliott, Suzanne Sheffer, Patty 
Boggs, Sandy Bridges, Quilla Thomas. 
Recreation Row 1, R-L: Tawanda Young, Clare 
Mascuch, Bethany Hutton, Paul Montello, 
Darin Reynolds, Jon Cohen. 
Publicity Row 1, R-L: Lawson Brown, Wendi 
Hayes, Casey Sewell, Tim D. Brown, Margaret 
Sewell, Laura Groce, Janette Kelly, Leslie 
Cash, Kathy Knight. 
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Circle K International is a unique organiza- 
tion for college students. It is sponsored by 
Kiwanis International and emphasizes three 
major areas: service, leadership development, 
and fellowship. 
It is through these three important areas 
that Circle K builds strong members that will 
build strong lives which will in turn build a 
better world. Circle K’ers grow, develop, and 
mature by performing service that challenges 
the members. Circle K is a very important 
organization that is invaluable to the campus, 
community, and world. 
Circle K International consists of three 
organizatonal levels: the local club, the 
district, and international. The local club is 
the heart of Circle K International. The other 
levels exist to develop programs that assist 
the clubs, and provide advice and guidance. 
The club activities include meetings, social 
events, and service projects. There are also 
sessions that are designed to provide the 
members with complete understanding of 
Circle K International. Club officers include 
the Treasurer, Secretary, Vice President, and 
President, who is chief executive ad- 
ministrator and leader of the club. 
— Sharon Burrows 
Georgia Association of Nursing Students is 
a dynamic organization of 30,000 members 
and is continually changing and growing to 
help more nursing students with more 
benefits than ever before. 
The chapter from North Georgia College 
meets twice a month to discuss the exciting 
new advancements occuring in nursing. It 
also provides for the development and en- 
couragement of professional skills. 
We have guest speakers and attend conven- 
tions to better aid in our knowledge. GANS is 
a pre-professional group of nursing students 
that after graduation will carry on in the pro- 
fessional organization of the Georgia Nurses 
Association. 
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Intro Leaders 
INTRO began in 1973 as a test program, in an at- 
tempt to put a more personal touch into the student 
orientation process. Large, assembly-type orientation 
sessions were efficient, but rarely addressed the real 
concerns of the students. The INTRO program was 
instantly successful and has been a model for a 
number of schools in the Southeast. 
The purpose of INTRO is to assist new students in 
making a smooth transition into North Georgia Col- 
lege. INTRO sessions, primarily led by student 
leaders, offer a variety of informational and recrea- 
tional activities. Upon completion of INTRO, a new 
student will have met an advisor, prepared a schedule 
of classes, learned about the services and facilities of 
the college, met many of his/her fellow students, and 
begun friendships that will last a lifetime. 
The leaders that conduct the INTRO sessions are 
special indeed. They are selected through a com- 
petitive interview process from many applicants. 
Their training takes place over several weeks and 
culminates with a four day 
“outward bound” ex- 
perience in the Ap- 
palachian Mountains 
where they refine their 
communication skills, 
develop team work, build 
confidence and prepare 
themselves for upcoming 
INTRO sessions. 
INTRO is people 
sharing with people to pro- 
mote more meaningful life 
experiences and a better 
college experience. 
— Dean Michael Hyams 
M. Patty 
Alice Marcantonio, Linda Stephens, Lee Ann Powell, Cathy Sherrill, Frances Saus, Cheri McCord, Kathy Finch, Kathy 
Young, Paige Yarbrough, Kay Baker, Clark Blackwell, Mark Howarth, Richard Love, Dean Michael Hyams, Joseph 
Orecchio, Hal Harris, Mike Hyams, Robin Stuart. Not Pictured: David Meyer, Kevin Fowler. 
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Kappa Epsilon is led 
under the direction of Mr. 
Joe Chapman. It was 
started several years ago 
by students who shared a 
common interest in music. 
The group has grown 
tremendously and spon- 
sors visiting performers 
and also supports other 
musical events on campus. 
Although the members do 
not perform publicly, they 
do meet together for im- 
provisations. Also, many 
of the members are music 
majors, however, this is 
not a requirement of the 
organization. 
Kappa Epsilon 
Row 1: Stacey Smith, Bryan Partain, Sloan Murray. 
Row 1, R-L: Sloan Murray, Laura Hay, Patty Boggs, Sandy Bridges, Katy Lingle, Rhonda Waters, Stacey Smith, Jane Merillat, Ed Elliott, Charlene 
Scruggs, Carol Vandiver, Nancee Thomas, Bryan Partain, Joe Chapman — Advisor. 
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Mu Epsilon Delta 
Row 1, R-L: Tanya Wages — Historian, Lisa Disharoon — President, Virginia Greenway — Secretary, 
Denise Davis — Treasurer. Row 2: Jane Brice, Catherine Rogers, Angie Kellogg, Susan Batts. Row 3: Scott 
Sheldon, John McManus, Thomas Fox — Faculty Advisor, Scott M. Abott, Lee McVey. 
Mu Epsilon Delta is a national health-science, honor and service 
organization. Our main purpose is to encourage health-science 
learning and to bring together students with a bonding interest to 
familiarize the members with careers in the health-sciences. MED 
arranges seminars, field trips, and other activities wherein students 
may become acquainted with professional opportunities. 
MED stresses contact between pre-med students and those in- 
terested in other health-related careers. 
North Georgia College Singers 
The North Georgia College 
Singers was formed in 1981. The 
NGC Singers is the ultimate 
choral experience for select musi- 
cians from the music program of 
North Georgia College. 
This program features music of 
all styles. Every facet of the entire 
spectrum of choral music 
receives equal attention to the 
highest standards of perfor- 
mance, whether Renaissance, 
pop, or jazz. 
It demonstrates one approach 
to a total choral music ex- 
perience: one which is musically, 
educationally, and vocationally 
oriented. The varied demands 
placed upon today’s professional 
vocalists necessitates a well- 
rounded musical backgroud. 
P. Parker 
P. Parker 
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Phi Kappa Phi 
First Row, R-L: Meryl Bentley, David Dockery, Holly Eidson, Stacey Smith. Second Row: Bob Buffington, Ann Taliant, Larry Mitchell, Dr. Dave Pandres, 
Dr. Peggy Optiz. Third Row: Sara Steele, Dr. Al Ellington, Dr. Phil Buckhiester, Dr. Jim Parks, Dr. John Owen. 
The Honor Society of Phi Kap- 
pa Phi was founded in 1897 and 
became a national organization 
through the efforts of the 
presidents of three state univer- 
sities. Its primary objective has 
been from the first the recogni- 
tion and encouragement of 
superior scholarship in all fields 
of study. Good character is an 
essential to membership. Since 
Chapters elect from all curricula 
of their respective institutions, 
both democracy and coordina- 
tion in educational endeavors are 
fostered. 
The motto of the society is 
philosophia krateito photon, 
which is freely translated as “Let 
the love of learning rule 
mankind.” 
Supplementing the work of its 
Chapters, the Society devotes in- 
come to the annual award of 
fellowships for graduate study, 
the erection of funds to endow 
the society’s publications and 
fellowships, and the publication 
of National Forum jMPhi Kap- 
pa Phi Journal. Phi Kappi Phi is 
a founding member of the 
Association of College Honor 
Societies. 
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Physical Education Majors 
Row 1: Kathy Hutchens, Michael Chastain, Dawn Smallwood, Janie Eckhart, Linda Stephens, Sherrie Gore, Tracy Sanford, Chad Garrison. 
The Physical Education Majors were organized 
in 1970. The group’s purpose is to foster an interest 
in physical education on all levels — from local to 
national. Members compete in local and state com- 
petition in the area of fitness and physical 
education. 
The group sponsors many fund raising events. 
For example, during the hectic days of Gold Rush 
the group parks cars and controls traffic, they also 
sponsor several fitness events throughout the year. 
The money made from these fund raisers is given to 
the Seniors Citizen’s Center in Dahlonega and to 
the Alumni Foundation. 
Another function of the physical education ma- 
jors is to assist in the teaching of P.E. classes and 
the running of various athletic programs on 
campus. 
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Resident Assistants^ 
— Dean Franpes Saus 
NGC 
What’s it like to be an RA? “Fun ... exciting... 
challenging!” “Long hours and hard work — but 
it’s worth it!” “A growing experience that’s the 
closest thing to being a mother while being a 
friend!” “Responsibility... and fun!” 
It includes going through interviews (“what 
did they ask you?”) and spring quarter fun of 
getting to know each other (“now, how do you 
do a 4-legged relay?”) ... making bulletin 
boards and name tags during the summer (how 
creative can you get?) ... Fall workshop 
(remember “Twas the Night Before Workshop” 
and the A-Frame?) ... Premier ’86 (“My 
Freshman girls are great!”) ... Lewis Limelight 
(what talent!), Donovan’s Ghost Lounge (“I was 
too scared to sleep!”), and Sanford’s Ski Lodge 
(“Come warm your toes by the fire!”)... PDOA 
Busters (“who do you call?”) ... hall parties 
(how many pounds can your hall gain this 
quarter?) ... stenciling the Lewis office (“luv- 
ly” art work!)... programming (“Now, what is 
it exactly that we’re supposed to do?”)... duty 
in the “hut” (“Is there any time besides Friday 
afternoon?”) ... interpreting NGC policies 
(“I’m really sorry that your folks won’t let your 
pet boa constrictor live at home, particularly 
since she is about to have baby boas any day, 
but that snake has ‘ got to 
go!”) ... “being there” for 
residents (“why is it that 
someone always has a crisis 
when I have 2 tests and a 
paper due the next day?”). 
the RA ski trip (“how’re you 
supposed to stand up on 
these things?”) .... and 
GRASS (there really are boy 
RA’s!) 
Being an RA means getting 
to know others we may not 
otherwise . . . building 
bridges and breaking down 
walls ... stretching to figure 
out what to do when you’re 
in charge ... learning about 
different people (and in the 
process learning more about 
yourself) ... giving your all 
(but getting back more) ... 
setting the example all the 
time ... maturing. It means 
being a friend, counselor 
“slash” advisor, 
disciplinarian, role model, 
programmer, administrator, 
. . . LEADER! But just 
remember ... “RA’s Make 
Life Bearable!” 
Row 1, R-L: Donna Elrod, Lisa Nicholas, Alice Marcantonio, June King, Beth Higginbotham, Bonnie Ross, Dianne 
Cole, Sue Stubbs, Kayanne King — Head Res. Sanford, Terri Colson — Resident Life Coordinator, Paige Yar- 
brough, Angela Gragory, Tara Sharpe, Stacey Smith, Wendi Hayes, Andrea Dobra, Donna Barrett — Grad. Res. 
Counselor-Donovan, Sonia McSears, Sabrina Wiley, Kathy Finch, Anne Switzer, Janet Young, Sally Dawson, 
Joanne Poss, Cindy Buice, Francis Saus — Associate Dean. Not Pictured: Pam Peele. 
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RWAB 
The Resident Women’s Af- 
fairs Board was organized to 
promote the welfare of the 
women students at North 
Georgia College. One of our 
main events is the annual Miss 
NGC Pageant. This year’s 
pageant was a tremendous suc- 
cess in terms of campus sup- 
port, quality of the pageant, 
and dedication of RWAB 
members. 
RWAB also sponsors the 
Red Cross Blood Drives that 
are held twice a year; this year 
NGC students were strong sup- 
porters of the Blood Drive so 
that ours was one of the most 
important and largest Blood 
Drives in the area. 
The Insight programs have 
been a new experience for 
RWAB. Through Insight we try 
to bring interesting topics to 
campus that pertain to the men 
as well as the women. Some of 
this year’s Insights were: 
Human Sexuality, Alcohol 
Awarenes Week (out of which 
grew BACCHUS), The ABC’s 
of Eating Disorders, Dress for 
Success Fashion Show, 
Sickness and your Health, 
Rape Awareness, and 
Altogether Lovely. 
— Dean Frances Saus 
Row 1, R-L: Sandra Raines, Emily Griggs, Kathy Hutchens — President, Lisa McDaniel, Cin- 
dy Kay, Gretchen Bailey — Secretary, Robbie Byars, Suzanne Poss — Treasurer, Angela 
Lawson, Leigh Whitworth, Melinda Blackwell, Wendi Huguley. Not Pictured: Cara Towsend, 
Lee Ann Powell — V. President, Nicole Daubin. 
Row 1, R-L: Suzanne Poss, Frances Saus (Advisor), Kathy Hutchens, Gretchen Bailey. 
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SAS 
The North Georgia College Student Accounting 
Society was organized to develop professionalism 
among members, facilitate the transition from an 
academic to a business environment, and supple- 
ment the accounting educational process. 
We strive to fulfill our purpose by sponsoring 
several seminars and workshops each quarter. 
Each year we provide our top students with the op- 
portunity to attend the Georgia Society of Cer- 
tified Public Accountants’ Accounting Interview 
Day in Atlanta. This gives them the opportunity to 
interview with over 40 local, national, and interna- 
tional firms. 
The SAS is open to all North Georgia College 
students, and our advisor is Dr. Larry Dennis, 
Head of the Business Adm. Dept. The SAS also 
provides individual outside tutoring on an as need- 
ed basis for accounting students. 
— Holly Eidson 
Society L-R, Top Row: Gloria Strickland; Lynn Young; Dr. Larry Dennis, Advisor, 
Roland Cox; Ty Chapman, Vice President. L-R, Front Row: Jeannie Gillespie, Scribe; 
John Boulware; Paige Andrews; Catherine Westlake; Holly Eidson, President. 
OfTicers L-R, Top Row: Mike Underwood, Parliamentarian; Chris Thompson, Treasurer; 




The members of Student Council for Exceptional Children 
organized in 1976 to serve handicapped children and youth. 
They do this by providing special education activities, financial 
assistance, and tutoring. 
In October the SCEC sponsored the Fourth Annual Miss Gold 
Rush Pageant. The proceeds from this allowed SCEC to pur- 
chase and donate a VCR for the Lumpkin Center for the 
Developmentally Disabled and 40 uniforms for Special Olym- 
pics Students. SCEC also contributed to the “Adopt a Client 
Program” for the center. 
Spring activities included a Fun Fair for 300 handicapped 
children. The 1986-87 president, Vel Staton, is very proud of the 
organization’s history. Since their beginning, seven members of 
the NGC chapter have served as state officers. 
Row 1: Darla Eden, Kelly Glude, Kitty Goodell — Membership, Monica West — Secretary, Terri Mincey — Historian, Vel 
Staton — President, Celita Mansfield — V. President. 
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Society of Physics Students 
The Society of Physics Students is an 
organization that exists to assist students in 
developing the knowledge, competence, en- 
thusiasm, and social responsibility essential 
to the advancement of physics. The society is 
open to all superior students that have an in- 
terest in the study of physics. The Society of 
Physics Students is also a member society of 
the American Institute of Physics. Students 
involved in the Society work closely with the 
Physics Dept, and are offered the chance to 
do both physics experiments and present 
scientific papers. This provides an opportuni- 
ty for students and faculty to develop a closer 
interaction in both social and professional ac- 
tivities. This organization is a prerequisite for 
membership in the national honor society, 
Sigma Pi Sigma. 
Top Row, Left to Right: Mike Davis (Zone 6 Counselor), Don Kinkaid, Claud Elliot (Ad- 
visor). Front Row, Left to Right: Stanley Weaver, Tim Marshall, Catherine Turner, Sandra 
Peacock, Robert Bowen. 
SSA 
The purpose of the Students for Social 
Awareness group is to stimulate under- 
standing and to improve the relationship 
between the students of North Georgia and 
the surrounding community. 
This year, we along with the Minority 
Advisement Program (MAP), started a Big 
Brother and Big Sister Program. So far this 
program has been a big success. 
During Gold Rush we sponsored a 
booth. Our other activities for the year in- 
clude: an annual Lip-Sync contest/dance, a 
Martin Luther King birthday party, a 
Valentine’s Day balloon sale, a Black 
History Month presentation, a conference 
on Black Students on Predominately 
White Campuses, and our annual banquet. 
Row 1: Terri Colson — Advisor, Sonya Wright — Secretary, Christine Humphery — Treasurer, 
Otellia Scales — V. President, Kandal Williams, Joylette Burrows, Harriet Bizzell. 
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Student Government Association 
The STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
ASSOCIATION is the main governing body on 
campus. SGA is the organization that works 
for, speaks for, and represents the students of 
North Georgia College. One of the primary ob- 
jectives of the SGA is to serve as liaison be- 
tween the students, faculty, and administration. 
SGA is organized into six different committees; 
Publications, Judiciary/Academic, Student 
Services, College Relations, Elections, and 
Spirit. 
The 1986-87 year began for the SGA with the 
election of three new executive officers and six 
representatives from each class. Each of these 
members of SGA were elected by the student 
body. The organization then chose three faculty 
representatives to work with and for them, and 
to participate in all SGA sponsored events. The 
faculty members were Dr. Gay Tennis, Dr. A1 
Ellington and Dr. Thomas Fox. All members 
were then organized into committees and a 
committee chairperson was chosen. Upon com- 
pletion of committee assignments, goals, plans 
and work began. The new SGA began work in 
the Spring Quarter. Each Spring, the SGA con- 
ducts budget hearings to determine how the stu- 
dent activity fee will be allocated for the up- 
coming year. Any organization which 
represents the student body as a whole can sub- 
mit an itemized budget request, present it to the 
SGA Budget Finance Committee, and wait for 
the results. Final recommendations are 
presented to the Student Life Committee 
which, in turn, reviews the SGA proposal and 
forwards it to the President for final action. 
The SGA also deals with action line problems 
and complaints to best meet the needs and con- 
cerns of the student body. 
During the Summer Quarter six SGA 
members were chosen to go to the Quarterly 
Jekyll Island Board of Regents/Student Ad- 
Susan Folger, Sarah Draper, 
Holly Eidson, Laura Carn, 
Wendy Verner, Gay Wilhelm, 
Mary Pat Warner. 
Leslie Beasley, Susan Adair, 
Tara Sharpe, Cheri McCord, 
Leigh Brown, Sonja Jarrett, 
Vita Bernhardt, Sabrina 
Wiley. 
Dr. Thomas Fox, Micah 
McCoy, Dr. Ellington, Kim 
Brady, Wayne Baird, Jim 
Skelton. 
visory Council training meeting to learn more 
about the University System of Georgia. 
Following the summer break, the SGA returned 
to school filled with enthusiasm and ready to go 
to work. The first order of business was the 
election of six freshman representatives to 
make the body complete. The main project for 
Fall Quarter were the Employment Forum, 
jointly sponsored by the Placement Office and 
SGA. This forum was a great success. Fifty 
companies, education representatives, govern- 
mental agencies, banks, and hospitals were 
represented. The forum provided an excellent 
opportunity for students to interact with poten- 
tial employers, to make job decisions, and get 
ideas of job opportunities. The SGA also con- 
ducted Leadership Conference, at Camp Toc- 
coa. Consultants and facilitators taught classes 
and conducted training on leadership roles and 
techniques. This conference also gave campus 
leaders an opportunity to work together, to 
think, to listen, and to react to problems, to 
make decisions, and to enjoy one another’s 
fellowship. 
With the arrival of Winter Quarter, many 
plans went into action. SGA hosted the Student 
Advisory Council (SAC) meeting for the 
quarter. SAC is comprised of Student Govern- 
ment representatives from each of the 33 
schools in the University System of Georgia. 
Weekend activities included a pig roast, a 
dance, numerous business sessions where NGC 
leaders interacted with leaders from other cam- 
puses, a banquet, and the preparation of pro- 
posals for the Board of Regents. Immediately 
on the heels of the SAC Conference came 
“SPIRIT WEEK,” also sponsored by the SGA. 
“Spirit Week” is a chance for student organiza- 
tions to show their true school spirit and cheer 
on the North Georgia College Saints teams. The 
winners of Mr. and Miss NGC and “Spirit 
Week” were announced after the Saints Basket- 
ball games with Shorter College. Mr. NGC was 
David Meyer and Miss NGC was Linda 
Stephens. David and Linda were elected by 
popular vote of the student body. The overall 
winner of Spirit Week was Kappa Delta Sorori- 
ty. All who attended enjoyed themselves and a 
lot of fun was had. 
The term of the 1986-87 ended with the elec- 
tion of new executive officers, holding the an- 
nual closing banquet, and finishing up unfinish- 
ed business. All members of the 1986-87 SGA 
learned to work well together and most of all, 
enjoyed learning more about and helping the 
student body at North Georgia College. SGA is 
here to serve the students, to insure that their 
needs are met and that their concerns are com- 







Theatre Studio is under the 
leadership of Mr. Joe Morgan and 
has become a very strong and im- 
portant part of the extracurricular 
life of NGC. 
This organization provides the 
student body and community with 
an opportunity to participate in 
and benefit from live theater per- 
formances. For those who par- 
ticipate in the production of the 
plays it is a long, hard road to open- 
ing night. 
There is a lot of preparation that 
goes into putting on a play. There is 
practice at least two hours a day, 
behind the scenes work to be done, 
costumes to make or borrow, props 
to be created and set up, makeup to 
be chosen, etc. Putting on the actual 
play is the easy part. Once the play 
is over Mr. Morgan yells, “Strike 
the Set.” In a couple of hours, 
everything that the theatre group 
has taken weeks or even months to 
put together, has vanished only to 
be set up all over again another 
time. 
The fall quarter theatre group put 
on O’Henry’s play, “The Cop and 
the Anthem.” Food donated and 
money collected at this play were 
donated to the needy people and 
families of Lumpkin County. They 
hope to be able to make this a tradi- 
tion for years to come. 
However, it is all very rewarding 
when the final curtain is closed and 
the applause is heard throughout 
the auditorium. 
— Pam Peele 
The cast and crew of Winter quarter’s play, “Tennessee” by Rommulus Linney. 
Florabelle (Pam Peele) and Lemuel (Matt Gadziala) practicing their scene. 
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Wesley 
The purpose of the Wesley Foundation is 
to provide Christian fellowship and spiritual 
growth for college students. We have regular 
Bible study on Wednesday evenings, prayer 
breakfast on Mondays and Fridays, and a 
Sunday School class. Although we are spon- 
sored by the Methodist Church, the Wesley 
Foundation is nondenominational. We spon- 
sor a Halloween party for the children of the 
church, a dunking booth at Gold Rush, the 
Wesley Run, and we’re helping to teach 
reading skills to Elementary school children. 
“Come catch that Wesley feeling'.” 
— Laurie Hartigan 
Row 1: Christine Bentley, Terri Barrett, Sandra Peacock, Laurie Hartigan, Rhonda Waters, Marcember Brown, Sharon Hearn, John Collins, Cindy Ray, 
Leah Deacon, Ed Bell, David Womack, Patrick Ward, Stephen Lyons, Rev. Jerome Hamm. Not Pictured: Angie Shattuck, Scott Stipe. 
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Solid Gold Greeks 
Carol Graham, the President of Alpha 
Gamma Delta Fraternity, is a junior 
Marketing major from Cumming, GA, 
whose main goal after graduating is to 
become an executive in a major 
business organization. She is also in- 
volved in the Newman Family and the 
College Union Board. Carol won the 
Rose Award, which is an honor for the 
sister who stands out the most, and her 
favorite quote is, “Life is too important 
to be taken seriously,” by Oscar Wilde. 
Lauren Biel, a senior Computer 
Science major from Doraville, GA, is 
presently serving as President of Phi Mu 
Fraternity. Lauren, who has been in Phi 
Mu for three years, has also been the 
Scholarship Chairman. While at NGC, 
Lauren feels her greatest accomplish- 
ment has been obtaining the rank of 
First Sergeant and Sergeant Major her 
junior year. Lauren is currently a cadet 
Major. In addition to Phi Mu, Lauren is 
also a member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor 
Society and was named to Who’s Who 
in American Colleges and Universities. 
A senior Criminal Justice major from 
Dahlonega, Sarah Draper is currently serv- 
ing as President of Kappa Delta Sorority. 
She has also been Money-Making Chair- 
man, Parliamentarian, and Membership 
Chairman. After graduation, Sarah desires 
a position as a conservationist Ranger with 
the Dept, of Natural Resources. Her 
fondest memory of NGC is the many strong 
friendships that she has made. She is also 
involved in the SGA, Criminal Justice 
Society, and intramural sports. Her favorite 
quote is the open motto of Kappa Delta — 
“Let us strive for that which is honorable, 
beautiful, and highest.” 
L. Stills 
The President of Zeta Delta Alpha is 
Michelle Morabito, a senior Psychology ma- 
jor from Rome, Georgia. Michelle has been 
involved in Greeks for one year, and during 
that time has served as historian ana 
Panhellenic representative. Her outside ac- 
tivities include the NGC Dance Corps and 
Bravo Company cheerleader. 
Michelle’s fondest memory of North 
Georgia College is having picnics along 
Highway 60. Her favorite quote is, “The 
spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.” 
L. Stills 
M. Patty  i-Stills 
160 Solid Gold Greeks 
Thomas Kelly, a senior Marketing 
major from Monticello, GA, is serving 
as the President of Sigma Omega Frater- 
nity. Tom, who has been involved in 
Sigma Omega for three years, has also 
served as Secretary and Rush Chair- 
man. In addition to having served on 
the Interfratemity Council, Tom was 
the Intramural Sports Chairman. 
After graduation, Tom wants to work 
either in the field of Marketing or Sales 
and to travel extensively. He says that 
all of the memories he has of NGC are 
fond ones, especially the friends he has 
made here. 
Rick DaSilva, President of Sigma Phi Ep- 
silon, is a senior Marketing major from 
Stone Mountain, GA. He has served as 
Treasurer for Sig Ep and has been on the 
Interfratemity Council. He is also involved 
with the Aggressors and the Semper Fidelis 
Society. In keeping with his favorite quote, 
“Semper Fideles (Always Faithful),” Rick 
desires to be a successful Marine Corps In- 
fantry officer after graduation. Rick con- 
siders his fondest memory of NGC his be- 
ing initiated into the Brotherhood of Sigma 
Phi Epsilon. 
As the Consul of Sigma Chi Fraterni- 
ty, Robert Haney considers his fondest 
memory of NGC to be Halloween Howl 
’84. 
“Roy,” who is from Thomaston, 
Georgia, has served as both the Tribune 
and Rush Chairman for Sigma Chi. 
After graduation, in addition to having 
a job in the field of computers, Roy also 
wants to travel. 
His favorite quotes are the Scripture 
verses, “Now abideth Faith, Hope, and 
Love, but the greatest of these is Love,” 
and “Man hath no greater love than 
this, if a man lay down his life for his 
friends.” 
Chuck Plumley, Commander of Sigma 
Nu Fraternity, is a senior Psychology major 
from Ellijay, GA. Chuck has been a Greek 
for four years and has served also as Pledge 
Marshal. He has received the John Alex- 
ander Howard Award for the Outstanding 
Brother of the Year, the Silver Key Award, 
and Brother of the Month. His greatest ac- 
complishments have been being elected 
Commander of Sigma Nu and Echo Com- 
pany commander. Chuck always keeps in 
mind the Creed of Sigma Nu — “To 
believe in the life of love, to walk in the way 
of honor, and to serve in the light of truth.” 
L. Stills 
M.Prtty 
Timmy Lee Wilson, a Senior from 
Augusta, Georgia, is currently serving as 
the Archon of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity. 
Tim has also served as the Chaplain and 
Warden, as well as being on the Inter- 
fratemity Council. Tim’s favorite say- 
ing, “You’ll get over it” has helped him 
keep his perspective while at NGC. 
After graduation, he plans to go into the 
Army. In addition to his activities with 
Pi Kappa Phi, Tim considers all of his 
close friends as being among his fondest 
memories of his years here at North 
Georgia College. 
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Celebrating Their Fourth Year 
as an International Chapter 
on March 26, 1987, the Sisters of 
Alpha Gamma Delta Fraternity 
participated in a variety of ways 
on the NGC campus. Alpha Gam- 
ma Delta was established on May 
30, 1904, at Syracuse University in 
Syracuse, NY. The local sorority 
Delta Gamma Chi, founded on 
January 19, 1981, received inter- 
national status in 1983 and became the Theta Delta chapter of 
Alpha Gam. One of Alpha Gam’s main goals this year was the 
development of scholarships for graduate students. Alpha Gams 
have been prominent on campus in such areas as Sigma Chi 1986 
Derby Darling (Angie Akins) and the 1986 Miss NGC (Stacey 
Smith). 
Staying true to their beliefs, the Alpha Gams raised money for 
the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation and the National Society for 
Crippled Children and Adults. In order to contribute t9 these wor- 
thy causes, a major fund raiser was the annual Carnation Sale the 
week before Valentine’s. Alpha Gams participated in Derby Daze 
and helped Sigma Chi collect and raise money for Eagle’s Ranch. 
They worked at the Senior Center on Halloween and enjoyed the 
Double Rose and International Reunion Day. Socials included a 
“BLT” (boxers, lace, and togas) with Sigma Chi, “Off to Alaska” 
with Sigma Omega, “Jams” party with Pi Kappa Phi, and the 
Alpha Gam Jams. Her colors are red, buff, and green; her flowers 
are red and buff roses; and her jewel is the pearl. 
Enjoying such traditions as picnic table dancing and cruising the 
drill field, the Epsilon Gamma chapter of Kappa Delta Sorority 
was granted its national charter in 1973. Prior to their national af- 
filiation, they had been a local sorority. Kappa Delta was founded 
on October 23,1897, in Farmville, VA, by four girls who wanted to 
form a common friendship bond. These early founders based their 
ideals on Christian principles. Today Kappa Delta has granted 
charters to over 175 collegiate chapters Goals for this year were to 
KAPPA DELTA Officers Cheri McCord 
(Membership), Leigh Brown (Editor), Micah 
McKoy (Vice President), Sarah Draper (Presi- 
dent), Leigh Whitworth (Treasurer), Mimi 
Gregor; (Assistant Treasurer). 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA Big Brothers First 
Pat Standard, Preston Pope, Jim Skelton 
(Sweetheart), Ryan Duncan, Scott Byers. Sec- 
ond: Darryl Qnick, Alan Meuse, Michael Wur- 
man, Timothy Johnson, Erik Christensen. 
Third: Ed Elliott, Ricky Sanders, John-Mark 
Turner, Vernon Brackett, Ray Alford. 
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ALPHA GAMMA DELTA Sisters First: C. Cor- 
ley (Ritual), T. Newport, T. Brackett, A. Smith 
(Panhellenic), K. Lear, L. Baker, D. Cole, (VP- 
Scholarship), D. Elrod (Rush), T. Mauldin (Cor- 
res. Sec.)- Second: A. Akins, M. Sanders, B. Ben- 
ton (Treas.), Char Scruggs, S. Glider (Member- 
ship), S. Stubbs (VP-Fratemity Educ.), S. Smith, 
J. Carroll, V. Newman. Third: M. Stephens, S. 
Gray (Publicity), A. Hale, A. Spencer (Standards), 
M. McGraw, C. Graham (Pres.), G. Richards. 
Fourth: M. Pint, D. Carpenter (Activities), P. 
Ogletree (Record. Sec.), C. Youmans (Social), L. 
Griffin, A. Switzer, L. Deacon. 
KAPPA DELTA Sisters First: L. Colwell, J. 
Carter, D. Harris, D. Bricker, K. Hutchens, E. 
Griggs, S. Raines, H. Horning, K. Gibbs, P. Ryan, 
K. King. Second: L. Talley, R. Gibson, S. Jones, D. 
Smallwood, L. Clark, L. McDaniel, G. Bailey, M. 
Mason, S. Draper, L. Whitworth. Third: G. Bled- 
soe, N. Pittroff, J. Bryan, M. Moncus, P. Yar- 
brough, S. Wiley, K. Finch, C. Kautz, C. McCord. 
Fourth: C. Buice, K. Baker, M. Gregory, J. Poss, 
M. Tyson, S. Poss, K. Fields, P. Andrews. 
“Let us strive for that which is honorable, beautiful, 
and highest.” 
“ ... so those that know me may esteem Alpha Gam- 
ma Delta for her attainments, revere her for her pur- 
poses, and love her for her womanhood.” 
continue to support a wide-range of philanthropies, to 
strive for scholastic excellence, and to continue to 
stengthen their sisterhood bond. They support the Crip- 
pled Children’s Hospital in Richmond, VA, the National 
Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse, prevention 
of child abuse in Lumpkin County, the Learning Tree Day 
Care Center, and the Senior Center. Fund raisers included 
selling Krispy Kreme doughnuts and parking cars during 
Gold Rush. They were involved in the Shamrock Project, 
Founder’s Day Ceremony, Alum Thanksgiving Tea, 
Parents/Alumni Weekend Picnic, and Sisterhood Retreats. 
Kaydees are involved in such activities as SGA, RWAB, 
RA staff. Intro, and the Miss NGC pageant. National 
Awards include Achievement, Scholarship, and Pledge 
Education. 
— Melinda Blackwell 
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As the Year Progressed, 
Interest in Developing a New Sorority 
arose, twenty-seven founding 
sisters became the originators for 
NGC’s newest Greek-letter 
organization, Zeta Delta Alpha, 
which was founded on November 
26, 1985. ZDA became an official 
sorority on May 16, 1986, by the 
approval of the Panhellenic Coun- 
cil. The ladies of ZDA pride 
themselves on stressing academics, individualism, responsibility, 
and group harmony. Every member of this local sorority is a work- 
ing member with duties and roles. No one went unnoticed as she 
respectfully fulfilled her tasks. 
The colors of ZDA are purple and white; her mascot is the 
penguin; and her flower is the daisy. Their annual Spring party is 
called Penguin Splash, and it is a time for sisters and new alums to 
get together for a great time. Their by-invitation-only party is the 
Spring Wing Ding. With the help of Advisor Susan Straubel and all 
their Big Brothers, Zeta Delta Alpha is off to a good start! 
The Philomathean Society was established on March 4, 1852, at 
Wesleyan College, Macon, GA. The founders of Phi Mu came from 
some of the finest Southern families, deeply embedded in tradition 
and high morals. Phi Mu believes that the best standard behavior 
should be sought, including the development of one’s potential for 
good interpersonal relations and the desire to love and help one 
another. Individualism is allowed while unity stays intact. 
The Kappa Upsilon chapter has been at NGC since 1973. Prior 
to their national affiliation, the three-year-old local sorority Sigma 
Lambda Phi existed. Their goals are to develop a stronger alumnae 
support group, to work on raising more funds for philanthropies, 
and to develop stronger Panhellenic relations among the other 
sororities on campus. Kappa Upsilon received Honorable Mention 
for Most Improved Chapter and the Outstanding Alumnae Advisor 
S.Shefler 
PHI MU Officers Lisa Nicholas (Membership), Penny 
Hughes (Treasurer), Sheila Johnson (Secretary), Lauren 
Biel (President), Sally Dawson (Vice President), June 
King (Provisional Member Director), Melinda Blackwell 
(Chaplain), Sweethearts Dennis Brozek, Roy Haney, Joel 
Hodge, Jim Utley, Charles Davis, Mark Sexton 
ZETA DELTA ALPHA Officers Terri Kirby (Treasurer), 
Lori Cash (Secretary), Martina Wisherd (1st Vice Pres.), 
Michelle Morabito (President), Joyce Martin (2nd Vice 
Pres.), Cecilia Moore (Sgt.-at-Arms), Heather Hurst 
(Historian) 
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PHI MU Sisters First: L. Becker, J. Vest, C. 
Cochran, D. Cushen, L. Nicholas, A. McCord, J. 
King, L. Cam, J, McCall, P. Hughes, R. Craft. 
Second: A. Finger, C. Long, S. Tomlin, C. Smoot, 
B. Hall, K. Stevens, T. Brockway, A. Coker, M. 
Hines, B. Ross, A. Dobra. Third: D. Hughes, S. 
Dawson, M. Harrell, L. Biel, S. Johnson, S. Adair, 
Y. Albea, T. McCord, L. Stone, L. Kalahar, B. 
Prosser, T. Mullinix, B. Higginbotham. Fourth: J. 
Young, B. Bridges, M. Wilder, B. Hester, K. 
Whitley, M. Fite, T. Sharpe, L. Schlistett, K. 
Deaver, P. Blalock, M. Blackwell, L. Hammontree, 
V. Panter. 
ZETA DELTA ALPHA Sisters First: Big Brother 
A. Latorre, A. Scott, R. Shelton, D. Waters, J. 
Sneed, M. Morabito, L. Cash, Big Brother R. Holt. 
Second: T. Kirby, V. Greenway, M. Wisherd, M. 
West, L. Davis, J. Martin, C. Moore. Third: S. 
Boyd, S. Stranbel (Faculty Sponsor), A. Gibby, J. 
Lebkueker, H. Hurst. 
Award (Cyndi Loftis) at the summer Leadership Convention. 
Their philanthropies include Project HOPE, the Children’s 
Miracle Network Telethon, and Cystic Fibrosis. “Health Op- 
portunities for People Everywhere”’s main objective is health 
care education at home and abroad, staying true to Phi Mu’s 
creed, lending a helping hand to those less fortunate. CMNT 
produces the Telethon for Hospitals for Children with one 
goal in mind: improving the quality of life of children. 
Phi Mu raises money through their Gold Rush booth, 
doughnut sales, and the 1987 “Men of NGC” calendars. 
Their yearly parties include Big Chill, Almost Summer, Rose 
Carnation, Phi Dances, fraternity mixers, and Panhellenic 
picnic. Their newest tradition was the winning of Derby 
Daze! Her colors are rose and white, and her flower is the rose 
carnation. 
— Melinda Blackwell 
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Panhellenic Council 
The NGC Panhellenic Council is made up of three represent- 
atives from each sorority, thus consisting of nine members and 
three officers. It goes by the guidelines set forth by the National 
Panhellenic Conference. The Panhellenic Council regulates 
rushing, establishes rush rules, presides over all rush activities, and 
coordinates and sponsors activities between the sororities. The 
council maintains the communication and cooperation between 
the members of the sororities and the campus. Panhellenic rela- 
tions among the four sororities at NGC are much better than those 
at other colleges, thanks to a strong Panhellenic Council. This year 
Panhellenic sponsored the pre-Rush popcorn party and pre-Rush 
picnic for all Rushees and prospective sorority members. 
Panhellenic also provided each sorority member with a t-shirt on 
moving-in day Fall quarter. This was to show the new freshman 
girls the unity of sorority members. By working together, sororities 
can develop stronger chapters which better serve all the students of 
North Georgia College. _ Melinda Blackwell 
Sorority members and Rushees danced and had 
lots of fun at the Panhellenic picnic that was 
held Fall quarter at Pine Valley. During Derby 
Daze, sorority members gathered for a week of 
competition and fun! 
M. Blackwell 
First: Cathy Sherrill (President), Lori Cash, 
Audrey Smith, Leslie Colwell. Second: Debbie 
Carpenter, Dawn Hughes, Cheryl Donaldson, 
Joyce Martin, Becky Bridges. Third: Frances 
Saus (Advisor), Barbara Hester 
(Secretary/Treasurer), Leah Deacon (Vice 
President), Stephanie Boyd. 
P. Parker 
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Council on Fraternity Affairs 
The Council on Fraternity Affairs (CFA) was 
created in 1985 to foster greater communication 
among the five fraternities in all areas of Greek 
life. The CFA meets on a regular basis to discuss 
issues related to formal and open rush, in- 
tramurals, and policies which affect the fraterni- 
ty system as a whole. Similar to an Inter- 
Fraternity Council found on other campuses, 
the CFA membership is composed of the 
Presidents and one other member from each 
fraternity, giving equal representation to each 
organization. Officers include a Chairman, 
Vice-Chairman, Recorder, Chairman of In- 
tramural activities, Greek-Week activities, and 
Rush Activities. 
— Steve Brown 
Left to Right: Jamie Jarrard, Joey Raines, Ricky Sanders, 
Tom Kelly, Dean Hyams, Chuck Plumley, Hal Harris, 
Shawn Williams, Dan Archer. 
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Local 
Campus, 
Organized in 1970 as the Third 
Fraternity on the NGC 
this group adopted the name 
Kappa Phi. After one year of 
contributing to the lives of 
Dahlonega citizens and college 
students, Kappa Phi became 
Delta Beta Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi national fraternity on May 22, 
1971. Thus, it became the first national affiliation on campus since 
the days of the junior college. The national fraternity of Pi Kappa 
Phi was founded at the College of Charleston, in South Carolina, 
on December 10, 1904, and it is the only national fraternity 
founded in that state. The purpose of this group is to promote 
fellowship and mutual trust among its members, to uphold the 
traditions and ideals of the colleges who have chapters, to en- 
courage excellence in scholarship and to instill in its members the 
highest ideals of Christian manhood and good citizenship. This 
group was among the first to have a national scholarship program 
and to conduct a nationwide leadership school for its 
undergraduate officers, as well as starting a program called Play 
Units for the Severely Handicapped (PUSH), which brings play 
units to thousands of people who would otherwise not have them. 
The Pi Kapps at North Georgia host such parties as the Toga 
Party and always put on a good show at their annual Red Dog 
Saloon during Gold Rush weekend. All proceeds go to Project 
PUSH. Their colors are gold, white, and blue, and their flower is 
the red rose. 
The local fraternity Sigma Chi Delta was founded and rec- 
ognized as a result of a national Sigma Chi representative’s contact 
with the NGC Dean of Students in the fall of 1980. Because of the 
increasing size of NGC, the addition of another national fraternity 
seemed feasible. Dean Hyams and Sigma Chi alumni/English pro- 
fessor Dr. Jim Ewing worked with the representative, and specific 
guidelines were set-up under the advisement of Dr. Ewing. By the 
Spring of 1981, thirty-three members were initiated into the Theta 
Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Chi Fraternity. Sigma Chi was founded 
at Miami University on June 28, 1855. The original standards were 
to admit no man who was not believed to be of good character, a 
student of fair ability, of ambitious purpose, having sense of honor, 
and a deep sense of personal responsibility. The broad ideal of 
manhood and the principle that true strength lies in a well-rounded 
symmetrical development of individual character is the purpose of 
Sigma Chi. The Theta Epsilon Chapter at NGC has won the most 
prestigious awards of the national fraternity: Dwight Petterson 
IIK$ 2X 
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Pi Kappa Phi Officers Mark Moore, Larry Ham- 
mel, Sy Goodwin, Mike Johnson, Tim Wilson, Jeff 
Ecklund, Ricky Sanders, Mark Sexton. Little 
Sisters Virginia Panter, Martina Wisherd, Anna 
Coker, Linda White, Andrea Dobra, Kathy 
Chandler, Shawn Sheridan. 
Sigma Chi Officers First: David Wonders (Vice 
Pres.), Robert Haney (President), Jim Skelton 
(Annotator). Second: Busta Cates, Kirk Adams 
(Lil’ Sigma Advisor), Ron VanDerNoord (Rush), 
John-Mark Turner (Pledge Trainer). Little Sisters 
First: June King, Cissy Cochran, Dana Cushen, 
Caroline Martin, Deborah Hulsey. Second: Mary 
Harrell, Sherry Tomlin, Sheila Johnson 
(Sweetheart), Anita McCord, Laura Cam, Sabrina 
Wiley. Third: Barbara Hester, Kathy Whitley, 
Kathy Finch, Mitzi Kearns, Becky Bridges. 
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Pi Kappa Phi Brothers Front: Sy Goodwin, Larry 
Hammel, Jeff Ecklund, Tim Wilson, Mike 
Johnson. Second: Tony Taylor, Ricky Sanders, 
Chris Mashbum, Phillip Davis, Jeff DeBolt, Thad 
Brummet, Mark Sexton. Third: Scott Howington, 
Douglas Arb. Back: Jay Dunn, Jeb Blackwell, 
Mark Moore, Vance Angle, Scott Kambiss, Tom 
Dalton — Advisor. 
Sigma Chi Brothers First: J. Skelton, A. Coody, 
M. Rabeneck, P. Calvert, R. Haney, P. Standard, 
R. Mullis, B. Cates, K. Adams. Second: S. Turner, 
K. Smith, M. Wurman, D. Wonders, P. Ar- 
changeli, S. Byers, J. Hodge, J. M. Turner, W. 
Baird, K. Fore, J. Varner. Third: G. Hicks, M. 
McRee, B. SKidmore, D. Allonzo, P. Montello, D. 
Wiener, J. Domaleski, J. Jarrard, J. Glover, J. 
Friedman, M. Scholes, D. Quick, T. Johnson. 
Fourth: R. VanDerNoord, E. Lowe, E. Christensen, 
H. Wilson, J. Utley, B. Pallozzi, E. Luckey, J. 
Raines, J. Jarrard, J. LaFollette, C. Davis. 
... promotes trust and mutual friendship . 
... development of individual character... 
Significant Chapter (’82, ’83, ’84, ’85) and Legion of 
Honor/Commendable Scholarship (’82, ’83, ’84, ’85). Sigma 
Chi hold the highest average GPA on campus and has since 
its foundation. Each pledge class conducts a civil service pro- 
ject. Funds are raised for Eagles Ranch and Wallace Village, 
which support underprivileged children. Their colors are blue 
and old gold, and their flower is the white rose. 
— Melinda Blackwell 
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To strive to uphold the principles of 
Love, Honor, and Truth 
while maintaining an atmosphere 
of true brotherhood are the goals 
of Sigma Nu Fraternity. Founded 
January 1, 1869, in Lexington, 
Virginia, at the Virginia Military Institute, Sigma Nu was boosted 
into permanent national growth by the establishment of the Kappa 
chapter here at North Georgia in 1881. It is the oldest active 
organization at NGC. Sigma Nu was active as a national fraternity 
at NGC until 1933 when the college was reduced to junior college 
status. It then became inactive. The Alpha chapter of the REX 
Club, founded in 1916, joined with those remaining brothers and 
formed REX Fraternity. This group was recognized by the national 
Sigma Nu and was the only local fraternity to be so recognized. In 
1972, REX was officially reinstated into the brotherhood of Sigma 
Nu. The national publication, “The Delta,” was first published 
here at North Georgia College by John A. Howard in 1883 as a 
monthly publication. It soon became a quarterly journal and has 
been the official Sigma Nu journal since that time. 
Sigma Nu holds true to their Honor System, which operates in 
every chapter. Their Code of Behavior is looked on as a belief in 
personal integrity and as a fundamental attribute to character. The 
code is taught by the personal example of the students and becomes 
a tradition handed down. 
The Kappa Chapter of Sigma Nu boasts the NGC Sports Trophy. 
At the beginning of each quarter, “Welcome Back” parties are held 
for all students, as well as the annual Boxer Short Party. Sigma Nu 
raises money through parking cars at Gold Rush and their Slave 
sale. They help the community through their canned food drives 
and Thanksgiving food baskets. Their annual White Rose is held in 
May of each year. This is a weekend when brothers, alumni, and 
their dates can get together for a weekend of fun at a coastal beach. 
They also have a Gold Rush cookout/party for their alumni. Their 
flower is the white rose, and their colors are white, black, and gold. 
North Georgia’s only local fraternity, Sigma Omega, was formed 
on April 14, 1976. The four founding brothers felt that a small 
fraternity with a strong brotherhood was what the Greek system 
was about, and Sigma Omega proved this to be true. Their objec- 
tives are to develop the ideas of trust, honesty, and perseverance, 
and to develop in each member brotherhood, unity, and dedication 
to the principles of the fraternity. “Sig O” has a unique 
brotherhood where members do not have to go through tough 
pledge activities. After initiation, each “pledge” becomes a 
Sigma Nu Officers First: Gordon Young (Lt. Commander), 
Ryan Barr, Chuck Martino, Chuck Plumley (Commander), 
David Meyer (Chaplain). Second: Rob Reid (Treasurer), 
Mike Pyott (Asst. Pledge Marshal), John Fields, Kerin 
Hansen (Rush), Mike Davidson (Pledge Marshal), Mike 
Dodd (Philanthropist). Sweethearts Penny Hughes, Cheri 
McCord, Kathy Hutchens. 
Sigma Omega Officers First: Heath Williams, Kay Baker 
(Sweetheart), Tom Kelly (President), Preston Pope. Second: 
Andy Brady, Virgil Tudor, Jau Drummond, Jim Gaylor. 
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Sigma Nu Brothers E. Jordan, R. Love, A. Latorre, 
C. Plumley, R. Reid, M. Chastain, R. Barr, J. 
Segars, C. Martino, J. Thompson, C. Cook, C. 
Dryden, M. Carani, D. Meyer, G. Watson, J. 
Anderson, J. Whelchel, D. Brozek, J. Dixon, J. 
Reece, R. Holbert, B. Mitchell, A. Oaks, G. 
Gurley, K. Hansen, K. Fowler, M. Dodd, R. Holt, 
K. Wright, G. Snodgrass, G. Young, B. Geiger, P. 
Folger, K. Nichols, K. Horne, M. Pyott, J. Dixon, 
M. Hyams, R. Anderson, M. Davison, D. Caley, J. 
Brown, T. Ryan. 
Sigma Omega Brothers First: Heath Williams, 
Preston Pope, Scott Harris. Second: Jay McNair, 
Kay Baker (Sweetheart), Tom Kelly. Third: Dave 
McMickle, Virgil Tudor, Jim Gaylor. Fourth: Jeff 
Carlyle, Andy Brady, Jay Drummond, Jeff 
Greeson. 
member and has an equal voice in all fraternity affairs. The 
brothers of Sig O feel this brings their brotherhood closer 
together. Sig O contributes funds to Cystic Fibrosis through 
their annual Bike-A-Thon. Sigma Omega is “The Best of the 
Last,” with Sigma as Best and Omega as Last. Their colors are 
navy blue and white. 
— Melinda Blackwell 
— Melinda Blackwell 
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Beginning at the 
century, Sigma 
history has changed with its members. In 1900, 
Pi Kappa Alpha national fraternity was 
chartered at NGC. It was active until 1933 when 
our college was reduced to a two-year institu- 
tion. In 1936, the local fraternity of Sigma Theta was formed by 
its surviving members to provide a social outlet for the student 
body on campus. This local group did much to enhance student 
life and the lives of Dahlonega residents. The history of the 
Sigma Theta Fraternity at NGC started in the ’30’s, but the 
origin of the fraternity dates back further. At the old Georgia 
State College for Men in Tifton, there was an honorary leader- 
ship organization called the Sigma Club. Members were selected 
for their leadership in campus activities as well as for scholar- 
ship. An organization such as this could not hope to compete 
with social fraternities for a large membership, so the Sigma 
Club split into two parts. The national fraternities had lost their 
charter at NGC because the college had become too small. The 
old Sigma Omega members on the faculty organized the Sigma 
Theta fraternity, patterned after the Sigma Omega and Sigma 
Clubs. The Eternal Flame was dedicated to North Georgia Col- 
lege in 1971 and was erected by loyal brothers of the fraternity. 
The year 1972 brought another change with the chartering of 
the Zeta chapter of the national fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
The members gained a new name and new ideals, but they re- 
tained the pride of Sigma Theta and its activeness in student life. 
The founding brothers adopted the Bible passage of Matthew 
22:37-40 to serve as their basic purpose. This scripture was said 
to sum up the truth of eternity. They developed a heart-shaped 
badge consistent with the theme of Christian love, and this 
theme is in the background of every phase of the fraternity’s pro- 
grams and traditions. Their philanthropies include contribu- 
tions to the Heart Fund, the University Camp for Boys, and 
Green Lane, Pennsylvania. They also participate in the Scottish 
Rite Fun Run. They raise funds through their annual Airband 
competition. Their colors are purple 
and red, and their flowers are the violet 
and the dark red rose. 
turn of the 
Phi Epsilon’ 
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“Greeks at NGC” — a special group of people 
who have found their place in college life within a 
sisterhood or a brotherhood known by their Greek 
letters. Members of the nine Greek-Ietter organiza- 
tions are involved in a variety of ways on campus, 
but their main goals and priorities are towards their 
sorority or fraternity. Greeks participate in Gold 
Rush, Spirit Week, specific fundraisers for national 
and local philanthropies, secret ritualistic services, 
and many parties, socials, and dances. The tradi- 
tions that were begun long ago still exist today in 
the lives of each NGC Greek. 
— Melinda Blackwell 
M. Cutright 
P. Parker M. Cutright 
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Traditions New and Traditions Old ... 
Greeks Helping Others Have Hearts of Gold! 
One of the most important aspects of life as a 
Greek was one that some people forgot and 
pushed behind the fun times of socials and par- 
ties. This aspect of community service and 
philanthropic support brought out the true mean- 
ing of each creed, each ritual, each purpose. The 
Greeks of North Georgia College participated in 
a variety of activities in which they raised money 
for their respective local and national philan- 
thropies. Many devoted people and many hours 
of hard work went into the raising of money to 
support such charities as the National Easter Seal 
Society for Crippled Children, Crippled 
Children’s Hospital, Learning Tree, Project 
PUSH, prevention of Cystic Fibrosis, Project 
HOPE, Eagle Ranch, needy families in 
Dahlonega, the Heart Fund, and the University 
Camp for Boys. This service, this sacrifice, this 
giving showed the true spirit and meaning of 
NGC Greeks. 
Bobby Phillips and Tracy Brackett perform in Red Dog Saloon to raise 
money for Project PUSH. Mary Harrell, Beth Higginbotham, Eric Oare, 
and Bonnie Ross raise funds for Project HOPE at Gold Rush. Alpha Gam 
sisters pull together during the mystery event, tug-o-war. Mike Scholes, 
Ron VanDerNoord, Jim Skelton, Joey Hodge, Ryan Duncan, and Randy 
Mullis begin to count the money collected in the Miss Derby Darling com- 
petition. Cissy Cochran and Kirk Adams battle their opponents in the 
game, Egg Head. Wayne Baird coaches the Kappa Delta tug-o-war team 
during The Games. Karen Gibbs displays derbies earned during Derby 
Riddles. L. Talley 
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Some old traditions at NGC 
existed in which each fraternity 
and sorority held fundraisers, 
ranging from Slave Sale to Penny 
Drive to Air Band to Bike-A- 
Thon to Carnation Sale to many, 
many doughnut sales. Probably 
the most popular of fund-raisers 
occurred during the weekend of 
Dahlonega’s “Gold Rush Days.” 
Each Greek organization chose a way in which to 
support their philanthropies, adding to the at- 
mosphere of the community. Craftbuyers and pro- 
ud parents saw K-Dees and Sigma Nus parking 
cars, Phi Mus selling baked goods, lemonade, and 
doing facepaintings, Pi Kapps putting on the Red 
Dog Saloon, and Sigma Chis throwing innocent 
people in jail. The newest form of fund-raising oc- 
curred during the second week of fall quarter — 
DERBY DAZE! This four-day event consisted of 
competitions, which ended up being quite exten- 
sive at times, between the sororities. The purpose 
of Derby Daze, according to Derby Daddy Ron 
VanDerNoord, was to “raise funds for a worthy 
cause while having fun in the process.” All monies 
raised went to Eagle Ranch in Chestnut Mountain, 
GA, which provides a home for abused, emotional- 
ly deprived, orphaned, or abandoned boys who are 
in need of the secure atmosphere that the Ranch 
offers. 
Overall, Greeks at NGC fulfilled their frater- 
nity’s or sorority’s purpose by their involvement in 
supporting those people less fortunate than 
themselves. 
P. Parker P. Parker 
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== Playing for Gold 
Leigh Brown is a senior marketing management 
major. She was a member of the Varsity Tennis 
team in 84-85 and has participated in intramural 
softball, basketball, and flag football. She was a 
member of the 1986 softball championship team. 
She likes to participate in NGC sports because the 
programs emphasize fun and participation while 
still being competitive. 
Senior Sarah Draper, a criminal justice major, 
has played every intramural sport at NGC. Her 
team placed first in softball and her football team 
came in second. She feels the intramural program is 
well run and organized and gives you a chance to 
participate in competitive sports and at the same 
time, have fun with friends. 
Junior William Kelly Gayler, a marketing major, 
has participated in both Intercollegiate and in- 
tramural sports. A member of the NGC Tennis 
Team, he also enjoys football, volleyball, basketball 
and track. He said he needs to be moving or doing 
something, he can’t stand to be doing nothing. 
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Junior Sherrie Gore, a physical education 
major, has played Intercollegiate softball 
and intramural basketball. She likes par- 
ticipating in NGC sports because it has 
given her the opportunity to meet other 
students while competing against them in 
sports that she enjoys playing. 
Senior Kevin J. Harris, Sr., a physical 
education major, is an outstanding Saints 
baseball player. When asked what awards 
he had received Kevin proved his champion- 
ship quality “None,” he said, “so far.” He 
enjoys playing basketball and thinks play- 
ing for NGC only makes it better. With that 
attitude and the encouragement of son 
Kevin, Jr., those awards are surely on their 
way. 
Freshman Brenda Hill is a Physical 
Education major. She enjoys playing in 
sports at NGC because it helps her meet 
new people and students and she has fun. 
Brenda participates in basketball and has 
won NAIA player of the week, player of the 
month, and Lady Saints Tournament MVP. 
Michael Hyams is a senior marketing ma- 
jor from Dahlonega, Ga. He has par- 
ticipated in football, basketball, softball 
and volleyball here at NGC. Mike par- 
ticularly excelled in football, being a 
member of the All-Star team in 84-85, 85- 
86, and 86-87. He enjoys the NGC sports 
program because it provides an escape from 
military and academic stress as well as the 
opportunity for competition. 
David McMickle is a senior criminal 
justice major. He participates in many 
sports at NGC including football, basket- 
ball, softball and tennis. David has been 
recognized as a Distinguished Military Stu- 
dent, received an Advanced Camp Physical 
Fitness Award, was an Intramural All-Star 
for 83-84 and 84-85, and a member of the 
83-84 District 25 Championship Basketball 
team. David enjoys the sports program at 
NGC because it provides intense competi- 
tion without the strong emphasis on 
winning. 
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Saints9 Basketball 
M. Outright 
The Saints basketball team, coached by Bill Ensley, Randy 
Dunn, and Lacca Brommel, started out slowly this season. 
However, “The Midgets,” as Coach Ensley calls them, made an 
outstanding comeback and obtained a district 25 playoff spot. 
The Saints played such schools as Kennasaw College, Oglethorpe 
University, Southern Tech, Berry College, Shorter College, and 
LaGrange College. Against these tough opponents the Saints fin- 
ished with a 13-13 record. 
The team poured it on in the end with Kevin Harris averaging 
better than 25 points per game and Jimmy Williams leading 
district 25 in rebounds; plus Jamie Jarrard has had a strong season 
hitting clutch shots and gaining turnovers. 
And then there’s Phillip Leslie probably 
the best point guard in the league and 
Emanuel Arnold with his three-point shot 
that doesn’t touch the rim. Furthermore, 
the bench gained more action in recent 
blow out victories than ever before. Keep 
the pressure on guys! Way to make a turn 
around! 
— T. Petrillo 




L-R: 14 — Phillip Leslie, 42 — Emanuel Arnold, 12 — George Burnette, 24 — Kevin Harris, SO — John Soloman, 40 — Jamie Jarrard, 22 — Mike Strange, 44 — Neal 
Garner, 30 — Joe Jarrard, 32 — Brad Abernathy, 34 — Stanley Freeman, 20 — John Hilburn, 10 — Frank Keller. Front: Assistant Coach — Randy Dunn, Head Coach 
— Bill Ensley, Assistant Coach — Lacca Brommel. 





Lady Saints’ Play for the Gold 
The Lady Saints 
Basketball Team had 
a fantastic regular 
season this year. The 
team played their 
way into the District 
25 semifinals with 
their 21-3/10-2 
record. They beat 
teams this season 
that at one time were 
j. Overton considered un- 
touchable, like Berry College; the Lady 
Saints had not beaten Berry since 1975 
and this year wiped them off the court all 
three times playing them. 
With eight returning players and five 
new members with outstanding potential, 
Coach Jarrett may have organized her 
most successful team ever. Leading the 
team are veterans Gretchen Smith and 
Annette Rogers, who were All District 
players last season, and Brenda “Sugar” 
Hill who came to the Saints from Auburn 
University. At Auburn Hill was named to 
the All-SEC team twice. However, these 
three players don’t make up the total 
power and ability of the Saints. The Saints, 
as Coach Jarrett puts it, are “a team and 
we are going to continue to stress the team 
concept.” 
With only four players graduating this 
June the Lady Saints should have pros- 
pects of another outstanding season next 
year. Keep up the good work, ladies! 
— T. Petrillo 
M. Outright M. Outright 
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M. Cutright 
Far Left: Coach, Lynn Jarrett; 34, Cindy 
Swanson; 44, Connie Lummus; 10, Sheron 
Jones; 14, Laurie Burkett; 30, Brenda Hill; 
22, Kim Davis; 42, Gretchen Smith; 24, Lisa 
Crosby; 40, Cindy Hoyle; 32, Stacy Bennett. 
M. Cutright 
NEWS UPDATE 
The Lady Saints went on to win 
the District 25 Championship by 
beating Georgia South Western 
and the Bi District Championship 
by beating defending national 
champs Frances Marion. These 
two wins, along with a fantastic 
regular season led them to Kansas 
City for the NAIA Tournament. 
The Lady Saints made a name for 
themselves by coming in second. 
Furthermore Brenda Hill and 
Gretchen Smith made the all tour- 
nament team and Brenda recieved 
the MVP Award. M. Cutright M. Cutright 
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Saints’ Soccer 
Ending the season with a 
5-7 record, the Varsity soccer 
team had a successful season. 
Led by Coaches Carl Geier 
and Tim Horne, the fighting 
Saints will miss the 
graduating Captains John 
Geier, Rich Love, and David 
Meyer, but the outlook for 
the upcoming underclassmen 
is good. 
Several highlights of the 
season were the opening day win over LaGrange, 
the overflow crowd for the exciting Citadel game, 
and the weekend away games in Alabama and 
South Carolina where the Saints played .500 ball. 
With the loss of only 3 starters and the expected 
profitable recruiting season, the 1987 Saints team 
should be back up to the above average standards 
they are accustomed to. 
— T. Horne 
L. Stills 
M. Cutright 
Front Row, L to R: Sean McNew, Jeff Dryden, Co-Captain David Meyer, Chad Garrison, Mark Reid, Chad Champion, Daniel Alonzo. Back Row, L to R: 
Coach Carl Geier, Bill Watson, Co-Captain John Geier, Mike Villar, Chris Kemp, Everette Webb, Pat Standard, Coach Tim Horne. Not Pictured: Co- 
Captain Richard Love. 






Front Row, L to R: Dean Sockwell, Mike Villar (MVP), Robert Hodge, Bobby Baker, Lee Dickson, Mike Clemenshaw, Mark Reid, Jeff Dryden. Back Row, 





This year the 1986 
Saints Soccer pro- 
gram had something 
new to add, a Junior 
Varsity Team. With 
the growing par- 
ticipation in NGC 
soccer, it was im- 
perative that a sec- 
ond team be added. 
The purpose of the 
Junior Varsity is to 
sharpen the younger, 
less experienced 
players’ skills and 
prepare them for 
Varsity level 
matches. This time 
teaches the players to 
deal with the 
pressure and fast 
pace of the sport. 
Last but not least the 
J.V. acts as a support 
to the varsity team physically and mentally. 
The Junior Varsity was coached by Mark Howarth, a former player. 
The team was mostly made up of freshmen with a few upperclassmen 
thrown in for good measure. Through the team’s spirit, dedication and 
effort, the Junior Varsity was rewarded by a victorious season. 
— M. Howarth 
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Lady Saints Softball 
The Lady Saints Softball Team is one of three 
Intercollegiate Sports for women at NGC. 
Although the Lady Saints have only been com- 
peting intercollegiately for three seasons now, 
they have made a name for themselves and for 
North Georgia as a competitive, hard working 
team. The Saints play such colleges as Georgia 
Tech, Georgia Southern and LaGrange. 
Their season starts in March and runs through 
middle to late May. Along with the hectic game 
schedule, these ladies put in many grueling 
hours in practice. Each player is conditioned 
and worked until she is performing at her best. 
If that means hours in the batting cage, running 
the bases or passing in the field, then so be it. 
Being a member of the Lady Saints team is 
quite an honor for out of the many who try out 
only a minimal number are selected. Yet, along 
with this honor comes much dedication and 
hard work. The history of Lady Saints has 
started with a bang and now they must strive to 
keep the tradition alive. 
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NGC Tennis 
To become good at tennis requires 
several personal characteristics. First, is 
the need or desire to be outstanding at the 
sport. Once a person has set goals in ten- 
nis, then other personality traits begin to 
surface. There’s tenacity, patience, op- 
timism, and the ability to accept con- 
structive criticism and use it to improve 
one’s form. It is not easy. 
Laziness is not found in good tennis 
players. They are up early, out on the 
court, practicing serves or backhands. 
They are in the gym or out on the track 
developing muscles and stamina in order to outlaw the best. Cold 
weather does not stop them. Sore muscles are simply reminders 
that they have persevered. 
Matches come and go and it seems as though the ultimate tennis 
player is playing against him or her self. Of course winning and los- 
ing cannot be ignored, but improving is more sustaining. 
North Georgia College Tennis team members are the type of 
players mentioned above. Both the men and women are hard work- 
ing, dedicated people. When the sacrifice seems burdensome, their 
coaches, Lynn Jarrett and Alan Bickley, lend much appreciated 
support. 
M. Patty M. Patty 
188 NGC Tennis 
M. Patty 
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Varsity Cheerleaders 
Cheerleading at North Georgia College is a big responsibility taken seriously by Kay 
Biddy, the faculty advisor, and the members of the squad. In the early Fall, tryouts are 
held in front of the student body and a panel of judges. Each person is judged on his or 
her voice quality, voice projection, stunts, and jumps. Once selected to be a Saints’ 
Cheerleader, each member is expected to maintain at least a 2.0 GPA, even if that means 
studying on the bus to and from away games. 
A cheerleader’s time is precious because 
there’s so much to do. NGC cheerleaders, 
sponsored by the NGC Athletic Associa- 
tion, are expected to urge all the Saints 
teams on to victory. That includes the 
Saints Basketball and the Lady Saints 
Basketball. This means more than just a 
few jumps and a holler at games. Before 
each game there are really signs to be 
painted, treats for each player to be baked, 
and large doses of encouragement to be 
lavished at the pre-game meals. 
The 1986-1987 NGC Cheerleaders, led 
by their captain, Mary White, wear their 
royal blue and white uniforms with pride. 
And well they should, for this year their en- 
couragement has found fertile ground and 
their teams have proven once again that 
North Georgia College has much for which 
to cheer. 
— Marie Patty 
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J. Collins 
It’s Tuesday afternoon and the campus 
seems empty and void, but as you approach 
the tennis courts you hear a roar from the 
valley behind. As you round the tennis 
courts the cause of the commotion comes in- 
to view. It is FOOTBALL — North Georgia 
style! 
Intramural football is a long standing 
tradition at North Georgia College. It is a 
special kind of football filled with a lot of 
emotion and feeling. It gives the cadets an 
opportunity to relieve their frustrations and 
to get even with their superiors. It also 
allows them an outlet from the hustle and 
bustle of military life. 
Intramural football season only lasts six 
weeks, but during these six weeks the corps 
of cadets’ motivation is at its highest point 
of the year. It is a company event with those 
not playing coming out to support their 
team. It gets rough at times, but once it is 
over the players relax and patiently wait for 
the next season to begin. 
— R. McAllister 
J. Collins 
192 Men’s Intramural Football 
A. Brown J. Collins J. Collins 
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Intramural Cheerleaders 
There is a group of girls on campus whose efforts often go 
unappreciated. Every Fall Quarter freshman cadets from each 
company go on a hunt for the season’s cheerleaders. 
Throughout the football season rain or shine, hot or cold, 
the prides of the Corps are out screaming and yelling for their 
companies. The girls are not paid, and must suffer many in- 
dignities such as: 9:30 strolls behind the men’s dorms, wear- 
ing tiny skirts on freezing cold days and the ultimate embar- 
rassment — the weekly pep rally. At these pep rallies the girls 
are forced to do all kinds of crazy skits and stunts that the 
average NGC coed would refuse to participate in. 
J. Collins 
Who says blondes have more fun? At NGC the in- 
tramural women’s football program provides ample 
opportunity for fun to all girls interested. 
Any on-campus group of females can field a team. 
This includes sororities, hall groups or just a bunch of 
friends who enjoy healthy competition. The teams are 
coached by volunteer males from the Corps of Cadets 
and the commuters. There are no great rewards for 
the final winners, but the reward of just playing is 
good enough. 
With names like “2 Hot 4 U” and the “Q T Pi’s” 
the girls sound anything but tough. In reality however 
the competition is really stiff. So far, no one has been 
seriously injured, but there is always the possibility 
for it. 
— J. Collins 
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Intramural Basketball 
As football season comes 
to a close and the students 
retire to their dorms an- 
ticipation arises, because it is 
, time for North Georgia Col- 
KVW lege’s favorite indoor sport: 
BASKETBALL!!! 
Bj Intramural basketball at 
North Georgia resembles a 
Bad News Bears baseball 
game at times, while at other times it can 
resemble an NBA All-Star game. It is very high 
speed and competitive. Sometimes it seems 
that it is intramural football season reenacted, 
but the games generally run smoothly. There 
are not many Dominique Wilkins, but there 
seems to be an over abundance of Spud Webbs 
running around. The excitement of intramural 
basketball takes away from the cold chill of 
North Georgia College winters and allows the 
students to forget about their studies for 
awhile. 
Once it is over the students sit bdck and 
relax waiting for spring and the arrival of in- 
tramural softball. 
196 Men’s Intramural Basketball 
J. Collins 
J. Collins J. Collins 
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Intramural Softball 
Spring break, spring jam, for- 
mals, and intramural softball set 
the tone for spring quarter at 
North Georgia. 
Spring quarter is very exciting at 
North Georgia because everyone is 
anticipating the thrill of summer 
and the relief of not taking any 
more tests for three months. In- 
tramural softball is North Georgia 
College’s version of baseball’s 
bleeps and blunders. It is the 
students’ last chance to go at each 
other head to head before the end 
of the school year. It does not in- 
clude a lot of practice so the 
players go out and play on their 
natural ability — which at times 
seems to be lacking. 
The games are fun and the at- 
mosphere is jubilant as the 
students enjoy themselves in good 
clean competition. As the season 
comes to an end the students look 
forward to packing up their posses- 
sions and heading for home, but in 
the back of their minds they are 
thinking of the next year and the 
highly competitive sport of In- 
tramural Softball. 
— Reece McAlister 
******* 
aft. 
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24 Karat Gold 
As the deadline approaches, the section editors get 
grouchier and wierder, the jokes are cornier and the 
pressure is much more intense. The yearbook staff is 
a group of students and faculty who set out to capture 
the magic and aura of NGC on blank pages. We at- 
tempt to project the spirit, the loyalty and the pride of 
the NGC students, faculty, buildings and surround- 
ings. With bright pictures and words the beauty of 
Price Memorial’s golden steeple, the reverence of the 
memorial area and the spit and polish of the cadet 
dorms come alive. 
Life at NGC is too complex to show every aspect of 
every day on these few pages. Yet, if we can get the 
average day, along with those very special days to give 
North Georgia College’s students something to 
remember in their future, then we have succeeded in 
our task. This is the goal that we, the CYCLOPS staff 
strive to achieve in putting together your yearbook. 
— J. Jacobs 
L. Stills 





Suzanne Sheffer, a sophomore major- 
ing in Business Management gained am- 
ple administrative skills as the Cyclops 
Editor-in-Chief. She guided a multitude 
of layout artists, copywriters and 
photographers to the successful comple- 
tion of the yearbook under the auspicious 
nickname “Suz.” 
L. Stills 
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The Goal Accomplished 
Classes and re- 
quirements stack 
mountainously high in front 
of you. Quarters stretched 
endlessly ahead. Life takes 
on an aura of unreality that 
enveloped you in a haze of 
memorization, calculation, 
reading, writing, re-reading, 
re-writing. Occasional fits of 
rebellion force you out away 
from your task to play wildly 
for relief. The campgrounds, 
the city and the beaches call 
you away briefly. You pulled 
yourself back, at times reluc- 
tantly, at others eagerly, on 
the path you have chosen. 
Your aim is clear and your 
sights are focused once again 
on the goal — graduation, 
and for some, Commission- 
ing. 
At last you find yourself 
standing shoulder-to- 
shoulder with others in your 
classes, clothed in the long 
black robe and cap of a 
graduate. One by one the 
people ahead of you are 
called. Then: it’s your turn. 
You step forward and, 
miraculously, accept your 
diploma without stumbling 
or knocking over the 
speaker’s podium. Some- 
where out in the audience 
tears roll down a loved one’s 
cheeks. You have made it. 
You look ahead to your 
next goal with confidence. 
You know you’re a winner. 
202 Graduation 
The long awaited Commissioning is met with the solemn attitude it requires. 
Crowds of Moms, Dads, Grandmothers, and Granddads fill the gym for proof 
that their money spent, their longsuffering patience allotted, their encourage- 
ment lavished, has not been in vain. 
My name is on your list, isn’t it? 
Graduation 203 
• • • And the Winners Are 
Early in the year the Cyclops staff surveyed the student body to find 
out what they thought were the most important, most outstanding 
events, happenings and things of the year. Here are the favorites of NGC 
for 1986-1987. Did your favorites win? Check to see. 
COUNTRY MUSIC MALE 
Lee Greenwood 
Kenny Rogers 
Hank Williams, Jr. 




COUNTRY MUSIC GROUP 
Alabama 
The Judds 














GOSPEL MUSIC MALE 
Michael W. Smith 
Steve Green 
A1 Holley 
GOSPEL MUSIC FEMALE 
Amy Grant 
Sandi Patti 







The Golden Child 
Platoon 
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South African Problems 








































Many fond memories 
permeate the air when 
one reflects upon time 
spent at North Georgia 
College. Some recollec- 
tions encompass social 
aspect and dorm life, 
while others take on the 
form of military and 
academics. Although 
these memories are diverse unto 
themselves, they all share a common 
bond: they are all a part of life at North 
Georgia College. 
Reflecting back upon the very first 
memories of college life, an individual 
often recalls a feeling of eager anticipa- 
tion subdued and overshadowed by a 
sense of fear and apprehension. The 
mind is cluttered with fearful visions of 
nonacceptance and isolation, of being 
lost and not knowing where or to whom 
to turn. The first few weeks are spent 
searching for a foundation and becom- 
ing acquainted with the strange sur- 
roundings. Loneliness overcomes and 
envelopes the student. 
Yet, as time passes one begins to feel 
more self-assured and confident. The 
environment steadily becomes more 
familiar and the individual starts to par- 
ticipate in campus activities. New 
friendships are formed and dealing with 
the activities of daily college life 
becomes less intense to handle. One is 
more aware of those around oneself. 
The cadet is no longer simply a student 
in uniform, rather he or she is now a 
person with a definite character and an 
individual personality; likewise, the 
other members of one’s hall are no 
longer just some physical body, rather 
they now are a male or female with a 
name. These new acquaintances become 
incorporated into one’s life on several 
different levels. For example some have 
become social peers (partying pals), 
others academic associates (study bud- 
dies), and still others organizational 
comrades (rip-roaring gangs). The 
bonds have been formed and the adjust- 
ment made. 
The fear has totally diminished by 
now, college has become one’s “home 
away from home.” The time spent at 
this new dwelling passes by very quickly 
and before one really realizes it the 
journey has ended — graduation has 
come. The time has come to move on, 
to go forth and fulfill one’s dreams. Yet, 
one shall not leave empty handed for 
one shall take with him many fond 
memories of his years spent here at 
North Georgia College. 
— T. Petrillo 
L. Stills 
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... Intro Week ... The Scabbard and 
Blade Cannon ... Frog Week ... 
“Drop” ... High and Tight... Woody’s 
... West Cleaners ... Registration ... 
Meeting Roommate ... Drop-Add ... 
Curfew ... Quarters ... Registration 
Dance ... Chow Hall... Drill on Mon- 
day ... Sleep-in on Wednesday ... 
Finding Classes ... Yell Showers ... 
P.T. ... Bugle and Cannon Calls 
(Reveille, Retreat, Call to Quarters, Tat- 
too, Taps) ... D.M.S. ... No Mail ... 
Quiet Hours ... First Hall Meeting ... 
P.D.O.A.... 
The Aggressor Yell... Library... Cam- 
pus Jobs ... Socials ... Fund Raisers 
... First Test... Sorority and Fraterni- 
ty Bids... Organizations ... Fire Drills 
... Open Dorms ... Halloween Howl 
... The Jungle Party ... Pine Valley ... 
Intramurals... Gold Rush ... Deficien- 
cies ... Soccer Games ... Squad Pro- 
gress ... FTX ... Hall Parties ... Miss 
NGC Pageant... Thanksgiving Dinner 
... Campus Movies ... Pre-Camp ... 
Closed Weekends ... White Collar ... 
All-Nighters ... Cramming ... Study 
Breaks ... Christmas Procession ... 
Finals Week ... Grades ... Labs ... 
Winter Rush ... Beach Party ... Air 
Band ... Gong Show ... Toga Party ... 
Boxer Shorts Party ... Skipping Classes 
... The Infirmary Experience ... 
Basketball Games ... Homecoming ... 
Sweetheart Ball ... Sweetheart Review 
... Spring Break ... The Ridge ... The 
Copper Mines ... Camp Glisson ... 
Bo’s ... Amicalola Falls ... Midnight 
Walks ... The Square ... Room Sign- 
Up ... Softball ... Tennis ... Greek 
Formals ... Military Ball ... Candle 
Lightings ... Parent/Alumni Weekend 
... Job Interviews ... Student Teaching 
... Cruising the Drill Field ... Advance 
Camp . . . Commissioning . . . 
Graduation. 
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
HELP AND SUPPORT 
Dr. John Owen, President of North 
Georgia College 
Marc Cutright 
Dr. Hugh I. Shott 
Michael Hyams 
Frances Saus 
Col. Gerald Lord 
Maj. Joseph Dellinger 
Verne Smith and Alumni Staff 
Phil Norell and the Plant Operations Staff 
Roy Loehr and the Procurement Staff 
A1 Theriault 
Wes Thomas 
All Department Heads 
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United Kolor, Gainesville, GA 




Dahlonega Equipment and Supply Company, Inc. 
P.O. Box 68 
Murrayville, GA 30564 
Folger Gas Company 
P.O. Box 835 
Dahlonega, GA 30533 
Land of Carpet, Inc. 
503 Buford Rd. 
Cumming, GA 30130 
Land of Carpet, Inc. 
303 Duluth St., P.O. Box 0568 
Alpharetta, GA 30201 
Land of Carpet, Inc. 
215 Copeland Rd. 
Sandy Springs, GA 30342 
Lumpkin County Bank 
301 South Chestatee St., P.O. Box 6 
Dahlonega, Georgia 30533 
We Salute Our Sponsors 
E. Gerald Nix, D.D.S., P.A. 
522 South Enota Drive, N.E. 
Gainesville, GA 30501 
Chestnut Hill Antiques 
Ester K. Anderson Gallery 
On the Square, North Park St. 
Box 2056 Dahlonega, GA 30533 
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